TAPE MACHINES AND CONTROL
The new 760 Series Mk 3 Multitrack recorders.

- Designed and built to professional, master quality audio standards. Every penny that is spent goes into uncompromising technical excellence without frills or gimmicks.
- And because we design to meet the user’s needs, our machines work harder. (That’s cost-effective technology.)
- Our 8-Track, 16-Track 1” and 2” and 24-Track 2” recorders are all built to the same high standards, using the same plug-in modules.
- Every one built and rigorously soaked-tested to guarantee long-term dependability.

(Backed by our generous 2-year Extended Limited Warranty.)

We believe that simplicity is the art of great engineering – our dedication to research means audio quality and engineering standards that are outstanding for such remarkably modest prices.

Because we build to last, we build to grow with you.

**Soundcraft**

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 5-8 Great Sutton Street, London EC1V 0BX, England. Tel: 01-253 6988. Telex: 21198
Machine control: Jim Smith and Antony David of Solid State Logic outline the criteria to be considered when designing tape machine control systems.

Tape machines: Details of some of the latest products available.

Editorial: With so many format changes likely as the digital generation evolves, can you be sure you'll be able to revive those oldies in two or three years' time?

Diary: Channel Four frequency fears—AES news—Address changes—TFA with Dylan at Wembley—Literature received—More Gateway courses—Porthoming events—Contracts—Agencies—APRS column—People


Business: Be warned—The meeting of the ways—Radio free-for-all. By Barry Fox

Studiofile: Powerplay, Zurich—Music Works, London

Powerplay under construction

United Western, Hollywood: Founded in 1958, this facility is well versed in every aspect of sound recording. Music, film scores and jingles present no problems. Bob Anthony takes up the story.

Handling and storage of tape: Hugh Ford gives advice on how to look after your tapes.

Factor on record: Early morning interviews are not everyone's idea of fun but Terry Nelson and Eventide Clockworks' founder Richard Factor seemed to get on quite well.

Insights: Views from Richard Elen on fashions in owning mixing consoles, and new CD pressings.

Ergonomic aspects of mixing console design: Part two of Gerard Paul Hodgkinson's article.

Index: Your guide to Studio Sound features, etc, during 1984.
Graham Gouldman has recorded in the world's best studios.
(That's why he recorded his latest album at home)

Graham Gouldman, as a leading member of 10cc, has recorded in many world-famous studios, and certainly knows what makes a good recording, and also when he's achieved one. "But," he says, "I've always felt that the most creative recording environment is at home, in one's own space and in one's own time."

When he bought a Fostex B16 1/2" 16-track recorder and an Allen & Heath System 8 16/16 mixer, he decided to put the system to the ultimate test and use it to record his current album. Andrew Gold and I soon found that the sound quality far exceeded our wildest dreams," says Graham.

"The Allen & Heath mixer provided all the facilities I needed and produced quality to a standard beyond its price. The Fostex B16, despite using 1/2" tape, was silent and accurate; the guys at Fostex really have mastered head technology, and the Dolby 'C' noise reduction really works a treat. All this for around £5000?"

"For mixdown, we had anticipated having to transfer to 24-track—but when the time came, both Andrew and I agreed that the B16 sounded better.

You can hear the results for yourself on the new 'Common Knowledge' single 'Don't Break My Heart,' on Phonogram Records."

"HHB made things easy for me by providing all the cabling free of charge (which they do for everybody), as well as an informative demonstration, sound advice and a reliable back-up service to complete the package."

"I can thoroughly recommend this low-cost, high-performance multitrack system."

For further details about Fostex and Allen & Heath, and all other recording products, contact Martin Westwood by phoning 01-961 3295.

Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
Format-A-Go-Go

Without wishing to strike an overtly reactionary pose, there are times when some aspects of past years of sound recording look decidedly more appealing than the rather uncertain technical directions of the future—for all the technical improvements and excitements in store.

A short walk around the tape vaults of a major record company or the tape library of any of the longer established studios will demonstrate one aspect of this. Virtually all the tapes that were used to master discs from will be easily replayable—even those of 25 to 30 years old provided the tape itself has stood the test of time. At worst there may be slight problems with the equalisation curve, speed, level or noise reduction system—but these are fairly easy to cope with or allow for. They will all be playable to a certain degree and given time it would be possible to make adjustments to optimise the replay. These tapes could have been recorded almost anywhere in the world and there would be little in the way of major problems.

The original recordings in all their various formats would pose a little more of a problem—machines with 3-track, 4-track 1 in; 12-track, etc. are a little harder to find although if you really need one, it is possible, or there will be some manufacturer that will make heads to allow adaptation of a standard tape deck. They are possible to replay although there may be the odd exception to this rule.

If we look forward in time, how many of the non-analogue recordings made in say, the last week, will it be so easy to replay in five, 10, 15 or 30 years time. You may say you will copy across to the new format all those tapes that might be needed in future but is that economic, practical or even likely to happen? Future recording formats, ie digital, may differ widely if we extrapolate from the current situation. On the other hand they may not change at all but it is not really the audio electronics side that will present the greatest difficulty.

At present we are using video recorders for the information storage medium and it may be that these machines in their differing formats will be the problem area. Almost all the manufacturers of these recording systems have long backgrounds within the consumer field and histories of ceasing production of certain systems when demand is deemed to be insufficient. The numbers of VHS, Beta (against the consumer field) and U-matic type (against the video industry) machines used within the pro-audio market is very small. Should the demand within the principal markets change, there is no reason to believe that the companies involved would maintain production for the small quantities consumed by the pro-audio market. It is a situation that is not without recent parallels.

Should you find yourself in the position of trying to replay yesterday's recording in 25 years time, the problems you may face will quite likely be far more than just track spacing/tape width and needing far more than a pair of custom made heads—more a complete working machine.

It may be that the introduction of 2-track digital machines is the way out of this potentially tricky situation as at least the manufacturers are not selling the unit in large quantities outside the pro-audio market. This means the user can be more certain that format availability will reflect professional demand rather than be at the whim of demand outside the industry.

The variety of formats is becoming greater and although the DASH format has brought a degree of rationalisation to some aspects of the reel-to-reel digital format debate, the mastering standards are still expending, although for commendable reasons, JVC are promoting the use of VHS systems with their VP-900 system as a longer playing time version of a normally U-matic based system. The dbx 700 system is being used with all manner of video systems. We are developing a proliferation of standards that parallels (or is worse than) the video industry except they (the video industry) really don't know any better never having been in the worldwide compatibility situation that used to prevail within the pro-audio industry.

There is little I can say that will have any great impact on standards or compatibility or reverse the directions in which we are headed—even if I wanted to—however I do suggest that after having adopted a format for mastering, always ask yourself how you might handle recordings made within it, in 25 years time. And remember that unlike the subject of many of these editorials, this concerns the complete span of pro-audio industry thanks to Sony's financially democratic PCM F1.

On a slightly different topic, it is a pleasure to welcome the new generation of analogue tape machines whose introduction next year will hopefully realise their manufacturer's opinion that there is still plenty of room for a whole new generation of mastering machines. This is particularly welcome, since it did appear that 18 months ago we were going to be stuck in a limbo between a too-fast declining choice of analogue tape machine manufacturers and a financially unsuited digital alternative. The cost of this new generation appears to be far higher than we are used to for analogue machines. I will however leave you to decide whether this is due to the cost of refinements necessary to squeeze the remaining greater performance out of the analogue system; or to accustom us to the type of cost that the digital inevitable will require.
BFE announces new studio concept: S-TEC AUDIO Studio Line! Finally, after a long silence, a domestic audio mixing console designer came up with a professional quality product with the seal "Made in Germany" which is cost effective with detail finish and state of art design. S-TEC AUDIO Studio Line: Naturally available exclusively through BFE. For further information please contact: BFE KG · An der Ochsenwiese 6 D-6500 Mainz-Gonsenheim West Germany · Telefon: 06131/4 63-0 Telex: 4 187 300 bfe d

the know-how, the back-up and the goods

AVCOM

SPECIALISTS IN CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
SUPPLIERS OF

TELEX

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATORS

The TELEX 6120—just one of a wide range of cassette duplicators for the production of audio and data cassettes. Efficient and durable. TELEX equipment is backed up by 15 years of AVCOM experience and reliability.

Tony Martin, AVCOM SYSTEMS LTD, Stanlake Mews, London W12 7HS Tel no 01-740 0051 Telex 892513
"We thoroughly recommend Otari from Turnkey"

Running up to 32 tracks of audio, locked to video, is a key to the success of London's leading post production facility. Complete Video...
why you can’t buy a better vocal microphone!

There’s one other reason why you’ll put the ATM41 first in vocal microphones. Listen. Our sound blows them all away! Try it today at your Audio-Technica sound specialist.

1. Precision-machined body of materials selected for perfect balance, shaped for comfort. Aluminium Zinc Alloy.
2. Acoustic foam filter.
3. High-output moving coil dynamic cardioid capsule.
4. Felt dust cover.
5. Grille screens soldered (not glued).
6. Two shock mounts.
7. Three-layer protective grill.
8. Acoustic phasing chambers.
10. 3-pin connector connects directly to element.

MODEL FEATURED: ATM41 E96
RRP inc. VAT

FOR FREE LITERATURE, COMPLETE THE COUPON AND SEND WITH A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________

U.K. Trade Distributors
John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd.

10 reasons why you can’t buy a better vocal microphone!

audio-technica

FILM or VIDEO

SOUND by NAGRA

a passion for perfection

NAGRA KUDELSKI

KUDELSKI SA
CH-1033 Cheseaux
Switzerland — tel. (021) 91.21.21
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
Chalfont St. Peter
Great Britain — tel. (0753) 888447

KUDELSKI SA
CH-1033 Cheseaux
Switzerland — tel. (021) 91.21.21
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
Chalfont St. Peter
Great Britain — tel. (0753) 888447

Studio Sound, December 1984
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"I thoroughly recommend Otari from Turnkey"

When a producer has triple platinum amongst his credits, and also owns his favourite studio, you can be sure that any upgrade is to the very best.

Application of these production skills and the audio quality of the very latest technology, add up to the success of Surrey Sound Studios.

The recent upgrade is to Otari, both multitrack and stereo mastering.

From Turnkey. A total service of supply, design, installation and backup commitment.

We congratulate Surrey Sound on their studio upgrade and for choosing Otari from Turnkey.

Call us about Otari and studio system design.

We are building the next generation of studios.
COMPUTER AUDIO

CompuSonics created the DSP-2002 for professional radio and television broadcasting service. Functionally, the DSP-2002 equals or exceeds conventional cartridge machines with the additional benefits of digital sound quality, random access and interactive editing. Recording time capacity ranges from 30 to 960 minutes in stereo, depending on the number of Storage Modules installed.

- Preliminary Specifications
  - Resolution ............... 16 bits
  - Wow & Flutter .............. none
  - Signal to noise ............. 92 dB
  - Channel separation .......... 92 dB
  - Frequency response .......... 20 to 15,000 Hz
  - Dynamic range ............. better than 92 dB
  - Sample rate ................. 50,000 Hz (other rates optional)
  - Distortion at 1 kHz, 10V peak to peak ........... less than .01%, 3d Harmonic

CompuSonics

- Plain English menu; no computer training is required to operate the DSP-2002
- Stereo or mono audio input and output are under software control
- Twelve inch video monitor with detached typewriter style keyboard
- Random access and playback in programmable sequence
- Compatible with digital VCR audio archival storage
- High capacity hard-disk and SuperFloppy drives
- Auto-data reduction for efficient storage
- No signal loss on re-dubbing
- No tape rewind or cueing

P.O. Box 1487
635 South E Street
Richmond, Indiana 47374 USA

Cable: ALLIEDINTL
Telephone (317) 935-1704
Telex 380474 ALLIED INT UD
"We thoroughly recommend Otari from Turnkey"

Their newest studio suite fulfills the most creative mixing and overdubbing requirements of today. The most advanced tape technology, to develop techniques for the future.

Otari MTR90 Series II is their multitrack choice. From Turnkey.

A total service of supply, design, installation and backup commitment.

We congratulate Silk Sound on their new studio and for choosing Otari from Turnkey.

Call us about Otari and studio system design.

We are building the next generation of studios.

Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 TEL. Telephone; 01-202 4366 Telex; 25769 (TK BAN G)
AMBISONIC SURROUND SOUND DECODERS

Ambisonic surround sound goes a long way in the reproduction of music that is hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like 'natural' and 'being there'. Positioning of performers becomes obvious and the acoustic of the original environment seems to be in the listening room. The Minim decoders also provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material. We can now supply UHJ encoded record tapes and compact discs. And don't forget our other products.

PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIME SWITCHES TELEVISION SOUND TUNERS

Please send me information on: Time switches/Television Tuners/Ambisons

Name

Address

MINIM ELECTRONICS
Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 83724

SS12
"I thoroughly recommend Otari from Turnkey"

Precisely scored and produced music for film and television is the in-house speciality and a major part of the service at Paddy Kingsland's Studio.

A truly creative studio environment, that uses the latest technology to lock precision sound to vision.

The requirement is utmost facility, no compromise in quality or reliability.

Otari MTR90 Series II is the multitrack choice.

From Turnkey.

A total service of supply, design, installation and backup commitment.

We congratulate Paddy Kingsland on his studio and for choosing Otari from Turnkey.

Call us about Otari and studio system design.

We are building the next generation of studios.

Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 7EL. Telephone; 01-202 4366 Telex; 25769 (TK BAN G)
White Crow Audio uses SONEX a little differently...

and so do thousands of others.

Pictures do speak louder than words.

When we asked our customers to show us how they used SONEX, we weren’t surprised to hear that it did the job. We knew that this patented acoustic foam with a specially sculptured anechoic design absorbs sound successfully. What really amazed us was the number of different applications they showed us. And what you’re looking at here are just five responses out of the hundreds we’ve received. Even so, you can see (and hear) for yourself: Wherever sound is the problem, SONEX is the solution.

SONEX is manufactured by Illbruck USA and distributed exclusively to the pro sound industry by Alpha Audio.

Alpha Audio
2049 West Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220
(804) 358-3812

Boxes, little boxes.

Transformerless DJ Box
- Matched instruments
- Mixers
- Battery or phantom-powered
- Clip level: +24dBm
- Mic level: -30dBV
- Pin-connector response

Propak — a fully professional interface
- Coherent Time Correction™ for EIAJ Format
- 2000 hours per battery set
- Overload and short-circuit protected
- Latching XLR Input
- 25dB Balancing Range
- Compact and portable
- Gold plated XLR phone input (domestic)
- 23 dBm clip level
- 32dB gain

Ampak 8 audio monitor amplifier
- Transformer balanced input (optional)
- Overload and short-circuit protected
- Compact + Robust + Latching XLR Input
- + 24dBm clip level
- 8 watts RMS

TCR1 — Time Code Reader
- 2000 hours per battery set
- Reads SMPTE, EBU codes
- Drop Frame and Colour Frame indication
- User bits display

Audio Design Cairec Ltd.
PO Box 187
Reading RG2 9BA, England
Tel: Reading (0734) 861088
Telex: 846732 ADR UK

Audio Design Cairec, Inc.
PO Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310, USA
Tel: (206) 275 5009 Telex: 159246 ADR USA

Audio Design
The Hit Sound in Audio Science

Be ready for tomorrow’s challenge by making the right equipment decisions today.
In 1973 we brought you OTARI...
The Nº1 Gate

The Nº1 System

Get the full facts on the most creative modular system in the world.

Rebis Audio Ltd., Kinver Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 5AB, England.
Tel: 0384 71865. Telex: 335494.

---

Then in 1980 we brought you the OTARI MTR-90...
The Professional Choice

The lightweight portable with heavy weight features.

- 4.9 kg Total operational weight.
- EBU/SMPTE Time-code generator version available.
- Universal option includes mono neo-pilot compatible, mono synchrotone and stereo synchrotone.
- Optional plug-in 50/60 Hz synchronizer.
- Very low power consumption (90-110 mA).
- 6 Simultaneous inputs. 2 x mike, 2 x variable line, 2 x fixed line.
- Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12" spools to be used, including NAB.

STOCKTRONICS
RX4000
STEREO REVERBERATION PLATE

PRICE:
RX4000A GBP £895
RX4000B GBP £1065

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency response: 60 Hz-12 kHz
Reverb. time: 1-4.5 sec
Input level: -10-+6 dBm
Noise level: -80 dBV(A)
Weight: 27 kgs
Size: 1.5 x 0.9 x 0.3 m

For years the RX4000 has proven its popularity to hundreds of quality conscious users around the world in recording, broadcasting and sound reinforcement applications. By rationalized manufacturing and direct factory sale we can now offer you the improved RX4000 Type II at an incredibly low price:
RX4000A (manually controlled reverb time): GBP £895
RX4000B (remotely controlled reverb time): GBP £1065

FOR FULL DETAILS AND FREE DEMO CASSETTE CONTACT US NOW!!!
Stocktronics AB, Sveavägen 119, S-11349, Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: 08/331112 (08/837076) Telex: 11839 MARTIN S
As the premier supplier of Otari since 1973, ITA have always brought you the very best in multitrack recording. Now we offer you the best in mixing too, with the combination of an Otari 24 track and an Amek console.

The Otari MTR90-II is now firmly established as the world's best-selling, as well as the most advanced analogue recorder. The many advantages of the MTR90 are best appreciated with the machine in continuous hard use, earning its keep, but among those most often quoted are its brilliant sonic performance, its excellent ballistics when synced to video and the stability of alignment.

The Amek range has been extended to include the versatile Angela console. The Angela is built to an unusually high mechanical standard and offers an extremely musical eq section. Careful consideration at the design stage to the requirements of a variety of multitrack users has resulted in a console that allows great flexibility in operation.

ITA can supply you with both an MTR90 and an Angela but that's just the start. We specialise in putting together complete systems for every application. This can include monitoring, all outboard effects, foldback, microphones... indeed, everything down to hardware and accessories.

The ITA service doesn’t end there. Included in every systems package is full installation, all studio and control room wiring and the kind of service backup which can only be offered by someone with 12 years' experience as the U.K.'s leading systems specialist.

And even that’s not all. If you require, we can provide a comprehensive design service for your studio. This can include structural alterations as well as acoustic treatment if necessary. Amek and Otari are just the start — call us for the rest of the story.

And in 1985 we’ll be offering you even more.
The most comprehensive range of Digital Recording Equipment.
Ranging from the **Sony • 3324-24 Track Digital Recorder**
to the **Sony • PCM 1610-2 Track Digital Processor**.
Plus Post Production Digital Editing Facilities.

PCM Digital Recording Equipment
Delay Line/Pitch Shifters/Phase Changers
Speakers • Reverberation Systems
Compressors/Limiters/Noise Gates
Equalisers • Noise Reduction Systems
Mixers • Power Amplifiers • Microphones
Test Equipment • Tape Synchronizers • Tape Machines
Video Equipment • Ancillary Equipment

**01-580 4314**
126 Great Portland Street • London W1N 5PH • Telex: 28668

Telephone for details of Full Range + Price List

**FELDON AUDIO**
The First Name in Sound Equipment Hire
WHY CHANGE A WINNER?

Now, a new generation of cartridge machines is available from ITC: the Delta Series. It represents a major advance in practical technology for the studio, and it took time to develop. Because significant breakthroughs don't happen overnight, especially when they have to supersede such a well-proven and dependable workhorse as the Premium Series.

So the Delta Series had to be something special. And it is. The culmination of extensive and intensive research and development over the past few years, the Delta Series is an electronically and mechanically superior range of machines — more compact, with improved performance, incorporating a host of new operating features, and realistically priced!

Of modular construction, Delta Series units are easy and convenient to align and service. Sound quality is optimum, with minimal flutter and smooth frequency. New features include: a microprocessor-controlled digital cue tone detector; a positive cartridge guide system; high-speed cue as standard; high-accuracy crystal-referenced servo capstan motor drive with a ceramic shaft; new low noise amplifier design; space saving fit three compact Delta Series into a 19" rack.

The Delta Series has been rigorously tried and tested in the field with outstanding results; for more information, just write or 'phone.

ITC. Sound quality.

F.W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone: 01-953 0091, Telex 27502
WHAT CAN YOU GIVE A COMPANY WHO SHIP ALL ORDERS WITHIN THE HOUR AT THE U.K.'s LOWEST PRICES?...

A.C. Millivoltmeter.
ACOUSTITILES
Aerosols
AGFA
A. K. G.
ALICE
AMPEX
Amplifiers.
Audio Osc
AURATONE.
Bantam Plugs
Bar graph display
BEELL
Bulk Erasers.
BULLDOG Leads.
Cables.
Cable drum.
Call blockers.
CAPITOL tape.
Cassettes.
Cassette duplicators.
Chinagraph.
Compressors.
CROWN.
Data cassettes.
DBX.
De Magnetisers.
D.I. Boxes.
Digital multimeters.
D + R.
DRAWMER
Editing blocks.
Electrostatic speakers.
Empty spools.

Ferrograph.
Flangers.
Frequency counter.
Function generator.
Gaffer tape.
Goosenecks.
Graphic equalizers.
Head cleaner.

-lead Damagnetisers.
-leadphones.
HIGH-CCM.D - R REBIS
KEITH MONKS.
LEADER Instruments.
Moulded leads audio + video.
Mic stands/Compressors.
Lubricated tape.

Microphones.
Mic stands.
Moulded leads.
Multimeters.
Multiway cables.
Mu Metal Shield.
Musiflex cable.
MXR.
Noise gates.
Oscilloscopes.
PAN test meters.
Patch cords.
Patch panels.
PENTAGON.
Plugs audio + video.
Power supplies.
PZM.
QUAD.
Racks 19".
Razor blades.
REBIS.
Reverberation.
REVOX.
SENNEISER.
Speakers.
Splicing accessories.
Stackracks.
Studiflex.
TANNOY.
TEAC.
Test tapes.
Test equipment.
Wow + Flutter meter.
WEBBER Test tapes.

1985 Catalogue Now Available

...REGULAR PHONE CALLS!

Trade counter now opens 8am to 5.30pm
Phone for free 50 page fully illustrated catalogue
Camden Town Station 1 minute's Walk
Orders 01 482 1692
Administration 01 485 4908

STUDIO SPARES

16 Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW1 6NS

www.americanradiohistory.com
It is essential that microphones used for digital recording be capable of covering a dynamic range of at least 96 dB, since this is the range between the quantizing noise of a 16-bit system and its clipping level. Neumann condenser microphones have a dynamic range of 110 dB – some as high as 129 dB (e.g., IEC 179) – but this is only one of their many advantages. There is no doubt that your digital recordings will continue to have their best chance at success if they are made using Neumann microphones. We'll be glad to send you our catalog 120.
B & W
MODEL 808
Your reference standard – raised to 120dB

The new Model 808 – B&W’s response to the demand for higher sound levels.

The same basic sophistication of the 801F Special – now regarded as the professional standard monitoring loudspeaker world-wide. But incorporating a whole range of new concepts and techniques.

☐ Five totally new drive units in a three-way system producing peak recording listening room outputs in the order of 120dB.
☐ Sensitivity double that of 801F’s 85dB: 91dB for 1 watt input.
☐ Overall frequency linearity, free from colouration and distortion.

All the power in hand needed for popular music. The further reference you’ve been waiting for.

Full technical information

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2RX Tel. (0903) 205611 Telex 97342

Distributed in 35 countries worldwide

HOW’S YOUR SINK UNIT?

For a moment, we were puzzled, until we realised that Mike Berry was referring to our new I-CON sync unit. As a musician with his own 16 track studio, he really appreciates the convenience of an efficient autolocator. But where does the sync unit fit into the story? Well, now our family is complete. First came the Spin-Time tape timer, then the CMSF autolocator and the I-CON complete tape controller – and now a sync unit to lock audio to video or even audio to audio.

End of story – or maybe just the beginning!

Call Steve Brown for information on all our products.

Applied Microsystems Limited
Town Mill, Bagshot Road, Chobham, Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.

Telephone: Chobham (09905) 6267

FULL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2RX Tel. (0903) 205611 Telex 97342

Distributed in 35 countries worldwide

AUDI0 SERVICES

Studio House, High Lane Village, Nr. Stockport, SK6 8AA, Telex 665721 SOTA

PROFESSIONAL & HOME STUDIO EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES & SERVICE. BEST PRICES. BEST AFTER-SALES SERVICE. 24hr INSURED DELIVERY. PART-EXCHANGE ENcourAGED. BROKERAGE SALES/ SERVICE

WHICH DESK IS BEST WITH THE B16?

AHB 2416
RSD 16:16
SOUNDTRACKS 2416

DYNAMIX

TANNOY OR JBL

DIGITAL REVERB

AMS RMX 16
URSA MAJOR STARGATE

DIGITAL DELAY

AMS 15805
BEL BD 80

OBERHEIM
ROLAND (MOTHER BOARD)
YAMAHA DX SERIES

NEUMANN
AKG

HEAR A-B COMPARISON

06632 4244

www.americanradiohistory.com
NEW SOFTWARE RELEASE AUGUST 1984

SMPTE-CODE generator/reader switchable for 24F, 25F(EBU), 30 non-drop and 30 drcp-frame-code
32 CUE-POINTS, autocorrection to the metronome, improved CUE SETTING, CLEAR CUE, CLEAR ALL
8 free programmable sequences for TEMPO CHANGES, 32 steps each, presets
DATA TO TAPE via the SMPTE channel saves START, CUES, TEMPOS

NEW INPUT MODULE
reads any clock or FSK from metronome up to 1536 clicks, multiplies and divides
reads natural DRUM TRACKS, manual trigger, sound/trigger conversion
LOOP to pass dropouts, missing drumbeats or even breaks
PUNCH-IN function even when working without SMPTE

MIDI SYSTEM CLOCK

FRIEND CHIP
The Dolby SP Series
Multi-track noise reduction unit

Dolby noise reduction is an integral part of professional multi-track recording practice in music, radio and TV broadcasting, and film studios throughout the world. A new noise reduction unit, the Dolby SP Series, has been developed for these and other applications, and provides up to 24 tracks of Dolby A-type noise reduction in only 12 1/4" of rack space. The SP Series' combination of compact size, ease of operation, and new features makes it ideal for equipping new recording facilities and upgrading existing ones.

For further information on the SP Series and other professional noise reduction equipment, contact Dolby Laboratories.

Highlights of the Dolby SP Series:
• Up to 24 tracks in only 12 1/4" of rack space, including power supply.
• Dolby A-type noise reduction characteristics utilizing standard Dolby Cat. No. 22 modules.
• Separate regulated power supply unit with electronically-controlled output protection.
• Low-noise fan cooling.
• LED display for each track permits accurate Dolby level calibration (within ±0.1 dB if desired) by matching intensity of LED pairs; further LEDs indicate the presence of signals and clipping, and assist alignment with high-level reference tapes.
• Front-panel "UNCAL" control for each track permits rapid resetting of Dolby level for playback and punch-in on nonstandard-level tapes, then instant restoration of preferred preset studio Dolby level without recalibration.
• User-selectable option of "hard" or electronically-buffered bypass of individual tracks and of all tracks simultaneously.
• Snap-fit connectors on rear panel for rapid disconnection and reconnection.
• Balanced and floating input stages.
• Output stages drive either single-ended or balanced 600-ohm loads at levels up to +28 dB (19.5 V) before clipping.
• Ultra-low-distortion input and output amplifiers.
• Remote ground-sensing output configuration minimizes hum pickup when driving single-ended loads.
• Discrete FET switching for reliable, noise-free routing of audio signals.

Dolby Laboratories, 731 Sansome Street, San Francisco, California 94111, Telephone 415-392-0300, Telex 34409. 346 Clapham Road, London SW9, Telephone 01-720-1111, Telex 919109. "Dolby" and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. 581/3621
Eastlake Audio
the standard of studio excellence in 19 countries

EASTLAKE AUDIO (UK) LTD
acoustical design, construction and monitoring systems...

...WORLDWIDE

EASTLAKE AUDIO (UK) LTD.
Telephone: 01-262 3198  Telex: 27939 SCENIC G
Channel Four frequency fears

Channel Four, Britain’s newest independent television channel, is worried that some programmes may be unable to make some programmes unless independent producers can obtain new frequency allocations for their radio microphones.

At the moment independent producers usually rent their radio mics from equipment hire companies. However, these operate on spare frequencies below 174 MHz, which may not be sufficient for their needs.

The Graduate Programme in Acoustics at the State University.

Address changes

- Audio Systems Component, 4a King Street, Mortimer, Berks RG7 3RS, UK. Tel: 0734 333100.
- PRS has opened up another office in Edinburgh. Tel: 031 226 5330.

TFA with Dylan at Wembley

In the ‘We’re only human department’ we have to make amends for errors in the above articles which appeared in the November issue.

In the first diagram on page 36, items F and G should have referred to ‘Boxes’ not ‘Bases’. On page 37, column 3, line 25, should have read ‘connectors. Deblancing boxes.’

Literature received

- From AB Engineering Company, 34 page catalogue listing nearly 500 tools. AB Engineering Company, Timber Lane, Woburn, Milton Keynes MK17 9PL. Tel: 0525 322.
- From Peavey Electronics the latest issue of their Monitor magazine, with interviews, features and equipment advice and equipment catalogue. The magazine may be obtained free of charge from Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd, Unit 8, New Road, Ridgwood, Belfield, Sussex TW22 5SX (and USA) Peavey Electronics Corporation, 711a ST/PO Box 2898, Meridian, MS 39301. Please send A4 SAEs.
- Bruel & Kjaer have produced a 10-page booklet of application notes entitled The Use of B&K Omnidirectional Microphones for Modern Recording by David Rideau. The applications discussed include vocals, acoustic piano, percussion, strings, wind instruments, guitars and drums. This is followed up with a look at ‘special applications and considerations’.
- Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Laboratories Ltd, Cross Lances Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 2AE, UK.
- USA: Bruel & Kjaer Instruments Inc. 155 Forest Street, Marlborough, MA 01752.

More Gateway courses

Gateway, having established their multitrack courses are planning to expand. They would like to hear from anyone interested in synthesiser courses with a view to how they would wish to course to be structured and what information they would like to course to give.

It is intended to incorporate as much hands on experience as possible. Ideas should be sent to Gateway, 1a Salcott Road, London SW11 6DQ.

Forthcoming events

- November 21 to 24 13th Tonmeistertagung, Munich, West Germany
- November 29 Sound Broadcast Equipment Show, Birmingham, UK
- January 28 to February 1 MIDE ' 85, Cannes, France
- March 5 to 8 AES Convention, Hamburg, West Germany
- February 19 to 21 Sound Eighty Five, London, UK
Introducing a keyboard that doesn't synthesize its sounds – it duplicates real ones. Imagine strings with the rich sound that only the best acoustic instruments have. Now you can have them, and almost any other sound you can think of. We've recorded a whole catalog of instruments in the studio and stored them on digital memory chips. They're as real as the master tapes they're made from. Now you can cut your album, score your film, or perform live with some of the world's most impressive sounds.

The 360 Digital Keyboard is eight voice polyphonic, and holds up to thirty-two instruments at once – two under each key, or divided by a player-selected split point. We've included vibrato and pitch bend wheels, filtering, and an expression pedal so your performance can really come alive.

Choose your favorite sounds for the 360 Keyboard at the time of purchase. Get as many or as few as you want; it's always expandable, and you can add new instruments yourself at any time. Check our current Available Instruments List to find out what's deliverable now.

The sound of the 360 Digital Keyboard is unlike any other because we use full-length notes (some are eight seconds long) with no looping, no audible transpositions and no synthesized envelopes. L.A.'s top session players are called for our sessions, and we engineer their performances under tightly controlled studio conditions. But judge the sound yourself. Contact Atlantex for a demonstration or free brochure.

Atlantex
ATLANTEX MUSIC LTD.
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin, Herts SG4 0SE
Telephone: (0462) 31511
Telex: 826967
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Contracts
● MetroGnome, the Nashville based software firm, has supplied two software packages to the University of Colorado for use in their music business management courses. The packages are ‘Sessions Plus’ and ‘Catalog Plus’.
● The Audio Kinetics MasterMix Console Automation System has recently been supplied to a number of studios including Polar Music in Sweden (on their new Calrec console), Surrey Sound, Olympic Studios and Marcus Music in the UK (on Harrison MR4, Rainbird and Harrison MR3 consoles).

Two Q-Lock synchronisers have been supplied to RAI in Italy.
● Digital Entertainment Corp has supplied a Mitsubishi X-800 32-track and two X-80A 2-track mastering machines to The Village Recorder, California. They also announce the first X-800 machine available in New York: Clinton Recording have completed installation of Mitsubishi digital audio equipment including an X-800 32-channel multitrack and an X-80A.

Agencies
● Klark-Teknik have appointed Expotus Ltd to co-ordinate the sales for the West German market where distributorship has been allocated as follows: Ampthway Electroacoustics GmbH, Wandsbekerstrasse 26, D-2000 Hamburg 71; Hausmann Electronic, Berlin, Alt Tegel 12, D-1000 Berlin 27; Hausmann Electronic, Munich, Alpitzstrasse 16B, D-8130 Starnberg 2; Studio Technik, Alten Teichweg 61, D-2000 Hamburg 70; Thom & Mahr Audio GmbH, Konrad Adenauer Platz 68, D-4018 Langenfeld; Peter Wolff Enterprises, Herrenstrasse 15B, D-4350 Recklinghausen. Trans European Music of Belgium has been appointed exclusive importer for Benelux (Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg). Norway: Lyd Rommet, St Olavsgate 27, Oslo 1. Austria: Audio Sales GmbH, Neusiedlerstrasse 19. 2400 Mlodin.
● Draver have announced the appointment of Martin Audio/Video Corp, 423 W 56th Street, New York NY 10019. Tel. (212) 541-5000. Telex: 971846, to represent Draver as East Coast agent and importer.

People
● Neotek Corporation of Chicago IL, have appointed Gregory G Davis as vice president of manufacturing. Previously a production engineer with Harrison Systems, he will be involved in production capacity, delivery times, and dealer and customer service support programmes.
● Unique recording studios in New York have appointed Pally, an African Grey parrot of impecable background, as their mascot. His timely arrival coincides with an equipment update including a Yamaha REV1 reverb, and a prototype Emulator II.
● Andrew S Muniz has been appointed eastern regional manager for Sony Professional Audio Division and will co-ordinate sales to the broadcast and OEM markets.
Mr Muniz has been involved in studio design and construction, sound engineering and film production, and most recently was western regional sales manager for BGM Systems. He will be based in Sony’s regional offices in Paramus, New Jersey.
● Two more new appointments at Sony Professional Audio Division: Richard Lee becomes national product and systems manager, and Scott Spector becomes engineering manager/digital audio west coast.
Mr Lee was, most recently, vice president/general manager of Criteria Recording, Miami. Mr Spector previously technical supervisor with Sony’s Video Communications division.
● Joiner-Pelton-Rose, Dallas based consultants in acoustics, have appointed Cecil Smith to be responsible for all telecommunications and video design projects.

APRS COLUMN

After a decade as a reliable and successful annual event the APRS Engineers’ Course at Surrey University is very much part of the recording industry diary in the UK. It’s hardly surprising that no-one these days asks why a mature industry, requiring large numbers of technically competent personnel, still relies to a great extent on its trade association to provide a training course—and one which cannot, and does not attempt to be anything other than a densely packed refresher for those who have already entered the industry in one capacity or another.

Although there are some excellent short courses being run by individual studios, and the new maintenance-based engineering course at Salford College is just into its second year (and of course the well-established Tommeister Course also at Surrey University) the annual week-long APRS course still stands alone in offering the kind of teaching and practical demonstrations that studio engineers need.
APRS Education Sub-Committee chairman Clive Green, who annually has the mammoth task of organising and running the course, would like everyone to give a little thought to why this should still be so.

Speaking to a full house of students (the full 45 plus one, in fact, because a last minute place was found for an engineer making a rare visit to England from his home in India) at the end-of-course dinner, Mr Green commented: “The APRS is a trade organisation, and we get involved in this education work because no-one else is doing it. We protect the interests of the businesses which are our members, and we believe it is to the commercial advantage of those businesses to have better trained engineers.”

Again he stressed a point which he has made before—and with which many of the studio industry professionals agree (without knowing how to begin doing anything about it), which was: “What we need in this country is a permanent establishment for the training and retraining of engineers; we need a professional institute for this purpose.”

Despite the unfortunate clash of dates with the International Television Symposium in Montreux next June, the APRS 85 show will go ahead on the planned dates of June 12, 13 and 14, at Kensington Exhibition Centre. The APRS show dates were fixed before the Montreux show dates were announced, and it was then discovered that the two events ran consecutively, without any break, with only one small exhibitor to bring equipment back from the first in order to set up at the second. It proved impossible to alter the dates of the APRS show (even though the changing of the venue was considered) to any other reasonable time. While the APRS is aware of, and much regrets, the problems that this coincidence of dates will cause, there is strong hope that the usual major orders will be at the UK show—and that the generally excellent turn-out of visitors can be counted on.

APRS will again be running a joint venture with the BOTB to sponsor UK companies wishing to exhibit at next year’s AES show in Hamburg (March 5 to 8). Interested parties should contact APRS secretary Edward Basek.

Sir Georg Solti, a past president of the Association since his resignation brought George Martin into the presidency, will be celebrating the 25th anniversary of his first recording of Der Rosenkavalier by conducting a new production of the opera at Covent Garden on December 4. Some opera loving APRS members still have seats available.
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THE OTARI MTR-12 SERIES

The Super-analogue Mastering Recorders

The fully microprocessor-controlled MTR-12 master production recorders are now available in all professional 1/4" and 1/2" formats including the new 1/4" two-channel with time code SMPTE/EBU centre track configuration and Nagra* compatible mono and stereo Pilotone* versions.

Based upon the advanced design of the acclaimed MTR-10 recorders, the new MTR-12 Series feature expanded 12.5" reel capacity. Interface provision for time code based video editing systems, tape machine controllers or synchronizers have been augmented to now include an optional plug-in resolver module (Model EC-402) for film and video applications. In addition, a DIN head version and 10 memory, full-function autolocator are available.

To receive comprehensive data and price details, or to arrange a demonstration, ring one of our authorised dealers now or contact us directly on 0735-822381.

Otani Electric (UK) Ltd., Herschel Industrial Centre, 22 Church Street, Slough SL1 1TP, Berkshire Tel: 0753-822381 Telex: 849453 OTARI G.

Authorized Dealers:
ITA 1, Felgare Mews, Studland Street, Hammersmith, London W. 6. Tel: 01-748-9009 Telex: 21879
TURNKEY Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL Tel: 01-202-4366 Telex: 25769

© 1983 Otari Electric (UK) Ltd.

*TM Kudelski S.A.
Fender miniature mic

The Pro-Sound division of Fender Musical Instruments has introduced a new miniature mic, the M-1. This is a mic 1¼ in long and 12 grams in weight. The polar pattern is directional with the mic having a max SPL of 148 dB.

The M-1 interfaces to mixers via a shirt pocket-sized battery electronics box which provides a switchable high-pass filter in addition to a notch filter tunable from 50 to 320 Hz that is useful for feedback and resonance control. The unit will operate on internal battery or phantom power. The accessories supplied with the mic include a tie clip, foam windshield and a hard carrying case.

To make maximum use of the M-1, Fender are also offering mic kits that allow specialised mounting of the mic. A-kit includes a detachable mic clip, a telescoping antenna section and a spring loaded clamp with rubber-lined jaws for attachment to a variety of stands and instruments; B-kit includes a mic holder, flexible wire for custom "gooseneck" use, and small padded clip making the mic useful for singers; C-kit is designed for attachment to flat surfaces such as guitar tops. It consists of a mic holder, flexible wire and a special felt-lined spring clip which slips onto the edge of thin flat surfaces.

Fender Musical Instruments, 1300 East Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA 92631, USA. Tel: (714) 879 0800.

UK: CBS/Fender Musical Instruments, Fender House, Centenary Estate, Jeffreys Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 7HE. Tel: 01-805 8555.

The SynthAxe

SynthAxe is a wholly new kind of instrument controller for guitar players, which allows access to all manner of synthesiser effects which have previously been the domain, more or less exclusively, of keyboard musicians. The development project began back in 1978 when Bill Aitken, composer and producer of soundtracks for BBC Television, and Mike Dixon, senior engineer in the studio Bill was using, decided between them to tackle the limitations guitarists were faced with as regards their use of synthesisers. One of the many problems of interconnecting conventional guitars and synths is the rich harmonic structure of the guitar, which makes it difficult to achieve an unambiguous resolution with frequency-sensing circuits; also, the envelope of a vibrating string severely limits the dynamic response of the synth. Clearly something radically new was required.

SynthAxe does not plug into a conventional guitar amp, rather, it connects directly to any synthesiser 'with an interface powerful enough to interpret the more demanding musical codes created by the subtleties of the guitarist's technique'. The instrument senses the player's string bending, hammers, pull-offs, chromatic slides, finger and arm vibrato, left and right string damping, etc, and sends this information to the synth, either on a MIDI interface or via some other suitable computer interfacing system.

Additional features available include infinite sustain, instant capo, and left-hand only automatic triggering.

Pure digital pitch-code generation is used in SynthAxe, which means it can never go out of tune, and the overall pitch can be transposed, and stored, under pushbutton control. The company is liaising with a number of synth manufacturers, including Oberheim, E-mu Systems, Fender-Rhodes and Fairlight, regarding the MIDI interface, and the response is apparently enthusiastic.

SynthAxe Ltd, 34 Avonmore Road, London W14, UK. Tel: 01-603 0929.

Furman Sound quad noise gate

The QN-4 quad noise gate features a fade time control for each of its four independent channels allowing the user to set the slope of the muting action (from fast drop off (5 ms) to unobtrusive fade (5 s) to suit the programme material.

It is designed for use anywhere in the audio chain that a line level signal is presented and can be achieved by using a separate channel of noise gate for each mic/input although Furman also recommends use on submix channels and entire programme mix.

QN-4 is available with optional balanced inputs and outputs, and is also available in a 230 V, 50 Hz version.

Furman Sound Inc, 30 Rich Street, Greenbrae, CA 94904, USA. Tel: (415) 927-1225.

UK: Atlantex Music Ltd, 3 Caldwell Lane, Hitchin, Herts SG4 0AG. Tel: (0462) 31511.

First aid kit

Due to British parliamentary legislation in the Health and Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981 Act, not only is every employer in Britain required to ensure that adequate first-aid equipment, facilities and trained personnel are available to his employees but self-employed persons are also required to have available adequate first-aid equipment to 'render first-aid to themselves'.

Tam have assembled a first-aid kit incorporating everything any studio or 'self-employed person' might need should they be injured or become ill at work.

There are three basic kits: 1.5, 6-10 and 11-50 (personnel) in a range of colours as well as refills for the various models.

Tam, 18a Hamilton Way, London N3 1AN. Tel: 01-346 0033.
PARAMOUNT CHOSE AMEK

Audio control room of Stage 29 in the new $11 million audio-video complex of Paramount Pictures, Hollywood, current home of the smash hit pop weekly “Solid Gold!”

The console is an AMEK M2500 with a 56-input chassis configured 48/48, and with special overbridge for outboard equipment. The world’s best-selling mid-price console, the M2500 features the most musical and responsive equalizer available, a 4-band fully-parametric unit with swept high and low pass filters, on all i/o modules. The M2500 is automation-ready with a VCA-fader system and 10 DC subgroups.

A complete solo system, with mono and in-place solo with solo grouping facilities, gives the engineer full control at all points in the signal chain. Two metering system, either VU and LED-display with switchable ballistics and spectrum analysis, are available.

Chassis sizes range from 36-input through to 56-input, and the mechanical construction is absolutely unequalled for strength, precision and rigidity.

The choice of recording studios and post-production houses worldwide, AMEK M2500 is part of a large range of ultra-high quality audio products from one of the world’s recognized leading manufacturers.

AMEK

Sales office:
AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS LTD
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3 5HW, England
tel: 061 834 6747
telex: 668127 AMEK G

In the USA:
AMEK CONSOLES INC
10815 Burbank Blvd
North Hollywood, California 91601
tel: 818 508 9788
telex: 662526 AMEK USA
Otari options

Otari have recently announced a number of options, versions and preliminary information on a number of new products. The first new item is an in-machine synchroniser module designed to take advantage of the capabilities of the MTR-90 transport. The EC-101 will plug into an empty space in the Series II electronics bay and will offer features that include optimisation of the synchronisation performance of the MTR-90 transport, bidirectional frame lock from 0.2 to 2.5 times play speed, timecode only interference from the master, ability to park tape within two frames of the master; offset storage in frame increments; RS-232C interface; external speed reference selectable, and a number of optional interfaces. The EC-101 is expected to be available from February 1985. Preliminary information has also been released on two special versions of the MTR-90. The first is a low speed extended performance version for the preparation of 2 in, 4-channel pin loop duplication masters. The machine is designated the MTR-90IL-4 and has speeds of 3% and 7% in/s. The second is a retrofit conversion kit that allows the MTR-90 Series II to be used for 1 in C-format video tape audio layback. The kit includes a new head assembly, guide rollers and a capstan control servo modification card. Availability will only be on a custom order basis.

Otari Electric Co Ltd, 4-29-18 Minami Ogikubo, Suginami ku 167 Tokyo, Japan. Tel: (03) 333-9631. Telex: JS6804. UK: Otari Electric (UK) Ltd, 22 Church Street, Slough, Berkshire SL1 1PT. Tel: 0753-822381. Telex: 849453. USA: Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002. Tel: (415) 592-8311. Telex: 910-376-4890.

Phoenix Systems L+R+ delay

Designated model P-250, this is a second generation delay enhanced ambience/surround sound decoder, and replaces the earlier P-25 for extracting ambience from stereo sound recordings and surround sound from encoded film. The P-250 includes a new central channel output in addition to conventional left, right and surround, for 4-channel reproduction. It may also be used in mono mode for lo-fi mono sources. Delay time is adjustable from 5 ms to 50 ms to match room size and speaker placement, and will drive 600Q lines for small theatre application.

The unit is available factory assembled (P-250-DLA) or in kit form (P-250-DL). Phoenix Systems Inc, 71 Old Farm Road, Tolland, CT 06040, USA. Tel: (203) 643-4484.

Shure SM87

Shure have recently introduced the SM87 supercardioid condenser mic designed as a live use vocal mic. The design is the result of many months of practical testing within the sound reinforcement industry with particular care being taken over the frequency response and the polar pattern. The result is claimed to be a mic with very high gain before feedback. It apparently also has a response that has been optimised for vocal use which in many cases removes the need for external equalisation. The SM87 can be phantom powered and will operate over a range of voltages from 11 to 52 VDC, covering both DIN standard 45.96 volts of 12 and 48 V. The mic has a built-in wind and pop filter with the body being a rugged lightweight aluminium casing finished in grey. It will be available in versions with and without cable.

Shure Bros Inc, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204, USA. Tel: (312) 866-2200. Telex: 724381. UK: HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Greve, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-697-2717. Telex: 299710.

PZMs from Crown

The PZM 2.5 range of microphones aim to improve directional pickup, by combining a precision-calibrated pressure capsule with a nearly invisible corner boundary. Thus it captures and emphasises sounds approaching from its front whilst rejecting sounds from behind. The 2.5 plugs into a 12 to 48 V phantom PSU and includes a transformer-balanced, low-impedance output and an attached 15 ft cable.

Suggested applications are theatre, conferences and public speaking as it will eliminate audience noise.

Crown International, 1718 W Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517, USA. Tel: (219) 294-5571. UK: HHB, Unit F, New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01-961-3295.

Lexicon 1200C modification

Lexicon have introduced a new version of the 1200C Audio Time Compressor allowing it to communicate with a wide variety of 1 in VTRs and editors via an RS232C port. This allows the 1200C to tie into automation systems and respond to remote instruction. The timing capability of the 1200C has been improved to better than 1 s/hr of play time. Additionally input level matching and signal-to-noise characteristics have also been improved. A retrofit is available for earlier 1200 versions.

Lexicon Inc, 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154, USA. Tel: (617) 891-6790. Telex: 923-468. UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, Unit 2, Comtech, William Road, London NW1. Tel: 01-357-1262. Telex: 27939.
A small universe

Create space
The DN780 – Reverberator/Processor

Klark-Teknik’s ongoing investment in research leaps into the age of variable space with the new DN780 reverberation simulator. Its Very Large Scale Integration technology and a superfast Digital Signal Processor (DSP) allow the world’s first practical application of specifically developed algorithms, creating “added density” reverberation: reflections with much smaller intervals between them.

The result is simply – greater realism. From natural concert hall reverberation through remarkable small room and plate sounds to an impressive “infinite space” effects programme, the DN780 will uncannily place you in the musical environment of your choice.

Klark Teknik's ongoing investment in research leaps into the age of variable space with the new DN780 reverberation simulator. Its Very Large Scale Integration technology and a superfast Digital Signal Processor (DSP) allow the world's first practical application of specifically developed algorithms, creating "added density" reverberation: reflections with much smaller intervals between them.

The result is simply – greater realism. From natural concert hall reverberation through remarkable small room and plate sounds to an impressive "infinite space" effects programme, the DN780 will uncannily place you in the musical environment of your choice.

Klark Teknik Electronics Inc.
382a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
NY 11735, USA. Telephone: (516) 249-3660

Distributed in the UK by Autograph Sales Limited
2 Spring Place, London NW5 3HA
Telephone: 01-267 6677
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With more components in the recording chain and larger mixing consoles, there is an increasing need for adequate remote control.

Jim Smith and Antony David of Solid State Logic discuss the many points to be considered when designing tape machine control systems

Machine control is one of the key areas in the smooth operation of a studio. As more and more studios change from a single multitrack to 40-, 48- (or even 72-track operation) and/or sound for video, the problem of making all the machines appear to be a single, well integrated system multiply with each extra component that is added. While it seems on first sight that some of the new products on the market are offering the answer to life, the universe and everything, you soon realise as you look into the implications, that they have to be used with care to produce the rewards they promise.

How should manufacturers strike the right balance between providing an economical machine for a single non-automated studio while meeting the stringent requirements of national broadcasting organisations?

The earliest tape machines used a single motor to drive the capstan and all the take-up and spooling functions. This motor was usually synchronous with the mains, so that varying the play speed was not viable unless you happened to have a friend at the power station. The various functions were engaged by a mechanical system of clutches, controlled directly from the back of the tape transport keys. The physical size of the machine, and the slow wind speeds involved made it necessary to have a dedicated operator for the machine, and even he had to take care not to engage fast rewind and play at the same time.

With the advent of three motor transports, one for the capstan and one for each tape spool, the mechanical system was simplified to pulling in the pinchroller and the tape guides when in play or record. The spooling motors drove the spools directly, their torque being controlled by tension sensors in the tape path. This allowed much higher wind speed and better acceleration without endangering the tape. The addition of some electronics to prevent mishaps like recording during rewind, and to deal smoothly and safely with operations such as pressing the play key while in fast forward, made the machine a much more familiar and friendly thing. The removal of the mechanical link between the control keys and the motors also allowed the machine to be controlled remotely simply by wiring external switches in parallel with those on the machine.

Now that the machine does not need so much continuous attention, it is easy to wire the transport control lines to a small panel fitted in the console and give the operator full control of the machine. The basic functions are essentially the same for all machines, so if you change machines, you probably need only change the plug on the back of the machine to get the system going again. The set up forms a tidy, easy to use system. The operator has full control of the machine, and the machine indicates clearly what it is doing by the transport function tallies, and, of course, by the programme recorded on the tape.

The shortcomings of this system become apparent when you sit down to use it. Going from the beginning of the programme to the end is no problem, usually you’re either playing or recording. Going from the end to the beginning requires a fair deal of concentration to slow the tape down and stop it where you need to be. If you can see the machine there is no real problem, at least at the beginning of the session, but after 12 hours, it’s just boring!

Autolocator

The solution comes in the form of an autolocator. These are available from the simplest return to zero system, often in the machine itself, through to comprehensive, multiple cue point systems, which allow for cycling over a given section of the programme. More sophisticated systems will allow you to enter an overdub sequence which can be executed at will.

The interface to the machine is really the same as that needed for the manual system, except that the autolocator needs to be able to keep track of the tape movement. This information comes in the form of two signals: tach and direction. These two signals are normally derived by putting two optical movement sensors, 90° out of phase, underneath one of the tape idler rollers. One of these sensors is used to provide tach and by locking at the phase relationship of the two signals, direction can be deduced.
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machines let you decode direction sense yourself, they output the two signals directly as bi-phase.

By counting the number of tach pulses from any given start point you acquire where you are, and if you measure the rate of the incoming pulses, you can measure tape speed as well. This all pretty basic stuff but if the information gathered by the autolocator is presented to the operator in an easy to use manner it provides just about everything you need for single machine operation.

**Timecode**

At what point do you trust the autolocator to actually put the tape machine into record? In theory, the idler pulse system is accurate enough to protect your programme if you take time to line up the beginning of the tape but in practice, tape slip against the idler means that after a few passes through a drop-in point, the autolocator will be munching away at the end of the previous chorus. What's needed is a system of reference actually on the tape so that any error in the system will be corrected when the tape is playback.

The problem of accurately logging recorded material has always existed in video work, and the solution produced is very tidy, and provides everything we need here to counter our tape slip problem. Timecode is a signal generated to uniquely identify every video frame in a 24 hr period, normally the time of day. This signal is recorded on to an audio or special timecode track as the programme is recorded, and it can then be used at the editing stage to identify which take is which.

In music recording, identifying a take is not usually difficult, but if timecode starting at zero is recorded on one track of the multitrack, the autolocator can then use this for accurate reference to cue points.

There is one stumbling block with timecode and that is that the European and American video standards are not the same. Each standard can be shown to have definite advantages but the extra equipment and loss of programme quality involved in standards conversion makes a worldwide standard a very desirable goal, preferably one of the existing standards, rather than a new one!

The difference, as it affects the timecode is the number of frames per second. The European standard is called EBU timecode (European Broadcasters Union) and has 25 frames per second (f/s). The American standard is called SMPTE timecode (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers) and runs at nominally 30, actually 29.97 f/s. The frames are numbered from 0 to 30 each second, but over the period of one hour there will be an error of 108 frames (about 3 ½ s) between tape time and elapsed time. To correct this error, there is a technique of missing out two frames every minute except every tenth minute, you don’t do anything to the video, you just increment the frame counter by three instead of one, that gets rid of 108 (f/hr). This is the infamous drop frame code in case you hadn’t guessed.

Note that drop frame code should run at the same frame rate as non drop frame SMPTE code, it’s just that drop frame corrects the timing error. Most, if not all, multitrack will handle any of these timecodes, but beware the differences; the problems become more complicated the more we try to use the timecode.

With this accurate time reference recorded on to the tape it’s possible to do a range of other things. Automatic mix information no longer needs to be stored on the tape itself, but can be stored on floppy disk or some other medium. This reduces the number of tracks required for mix information to one, which in turn leads to other advantages such as the ability to edit between different takes or mixes.

It is also possible to activate external devices at a given point. An event controller reads the timecode from the tape, and at a predetermined point, initiates an event, usually by providing a relay closure. The flexibility for entering and modifying these timecode values varies from unit to unit. Probably the most familiar use is the automatic drop-in/drop-out, while the repeatable firing-in of effects from tape or cartridge means that it is a big help in the post-production process.

Note that at this stage you should not have given control of the tape machine to the autolocator, but you can use the autolocator to do some of the tape handling for you. The operator should still have final say in what the machine does; he should not find that when he changes his mind after issuing a locate command and the playhead is on the tape, the autolocator ignores him and says ‘We’re going to the top!’

More tracks, more tracks

There are many people who argue ‘Bring back mono’, but in my mind the clarity and feeling of space that can be produced on a well engineered multitrack tape, then its proponents must be allowed their case too. So if we record each drum on its own track of the tape and double track in stereo a couple of the other multitrack instruments that’s 20 tracks gone, where can we put the backing vocals, synth overdubs and so on? The timecode we already have on the tape is used to synchronise video machines so we should be able to do the same for audio machines. Yes, we certainly can, but we must be prepared to sacrifice some of the speed we have gained by letting an audio machine be the master in the first place. A full reel of audio tape is a lot heavier than a reel of video tape and the power to weigh it is no smaller. Whereas video machines are designed from the outset to be synchronised, with many audio machines varispeed is still regarded as a kind of option.

There are two possible approaches to synchronising audio tape machines. The first method is to use the first multitrack connected to the console exactly as it was, and to feed tach, direction and timecode to the synchroniser as well as to the autolocator. The second, and any subsequent machines, are then wired directly to the synchroniser. Whenever the first machine, the master, is moved, the synchroniser detects the movement and makes the slave machines follow as closely as it can. When the master is playing, the synchroniser will read good timecode, and will put the slaves into play. It will line up the actual transitions in code read from the two machines using the varispeed on the slave machine(s) to achieve sync. This is called a chase synchroniser.

The second method is to feed all the commands from the console directly to the synchroniser. Each machine is wired directly to the synchroniser, and timecode for an automated mix system can be taken from any machine. In this sort of system, the autolocator is normally incorporated into the synchroniser. When a command is issued from the console, the synchroniser issues the same command to all the machines. If the command is play, the synchroniser varispeeds all the slave machines to the master, exactly the same way as the chase synchroniser does.

(Fig 2) The choice between the two systems largely depends exactly on the application. The second system generally handles lots better because it sets each machine back to the required point simultaneously, but if the synchroniser is not well designed it can be very obvious that you are not controlling the machines.
directly, but are asking a computer to do it for you.

The main advantage of the first system is that the fundamental structure and hence the method of operation stays the same. The extra facilities are simply added on. If the master is able to output timecode while it is winding, there is often little modification needed except to patch timecode to the synchroniser.

With both systems, bear in mind that we cannot just press play and expect the music to start. The synchronising process does take time, and it can be pretty painful to listen to repeatedly unless the synchroniser is good at its job. There are few things more off-putting to a singer trying to drop into a tricky key change, than to have the preceding four bars played back at an unpredictable and varying pitch.

The basic controls needed for such a system are the same as for a single machine: play, stop, record, etc. It would be convenient if the operator could just carry on as he did before but with more tracks. We should make the best use of the facilities available but keep the layout as similar to the single machine system as possible. To optimise the speed of operation, we should be able to mix down from the first multitrack onto two tracks of the second multitrack, then do more overdubs with only the second machine running, so there is no lockup delay and no pitch variation. This may involve swapping the reel unless you have a system of switching which enables you to return control of the second machine to the console remotes.

During mixdown, we should be able to select and de-select machines at will. It’s no fun trying to get a sound on a three second tom fill if the lockup time is 5 s.

Recent synthesizers and drum machines can also make use of the timecode we have recorded on tape. With these it is possible to key in an effect, a drum fill, or even a complete instrumental part. As the timecode is already on the tape we don’t lose a track, and since the part is stored complete in the synthesiser, we don’t add any tape noise by recording it on the multitrack.

Audio for video

The term ‘Audio for Video’ seems to appear everywhere today. Since television was first invented there has always been audio for video, but it has always seemed to get the short end of the stick. Small budgets for equipment, the sound man always has to do the best he can with what he’s got.

The advent of the domestic video cassette machine and the commercial value to the record industry of the pop promo is changing all that. The machine for high quality audio to be packaged with video has introduced the need to integrate the highest quality audio facilities within the commercial video houses.

At the moment, it is sensible to handle the video production separately from the audio, whether or not actually in the same building, but it must be possible while working on the audio to have a good working proof of the edited picture. This means bringing a video machine into the audio room.

The U-matic cassette format is well suited to this application and looks for the most part easy to install but look out for the hidden pitfalls. The other commonly used type is the 1 in C-format system. This is certainly the best solution since the transport characteristics of these machines are so good, but the high cost has prevented these from becoming the norm this side of the Atlantic.

Once the picture has been cut and the audio has been stripped with timecode, you cannot varispeed the audio. When you have produced your final audio mix it will have to be laid back on to the video master (usually a 1 in). If the video master is in a different studio, the stereo master you make will need the timecode to allow it to be synchronised to the picture. There are now several commercial tape timecode machines available, but watch out for compatibility, particularly with tapes from other sources. Timecode sounds particularly unpleasant as a crosstalk source.

So much for the actual programme. Integrating a video machine into an existing audio studio also has one or two hidden traps. The basic control functions are the same as for an audio machine, but a video machine has one or two extra requirements. The first is that before you can get any picture out of it, you must lace the tape around the rotating head. This takes one or two seconds.

Most autolocators expect to see the tape move after they issue a cue command. If they don’t they will assume something has gone wrong, and give up control. This means that the autolocator programmer will have to be substantially different and this in turn has implications for the speed of the entire system. Second, if you are trying to mark a cue point the player must play up to the point and hit stop, the tape unlaces and the picture goes away, are you at the point you want or not?

Video machine manufacturers usually supply a remote control unit for their machine which will allow you to still frame instead of stop, and will allow you to shuttle at low speed forwards or backwards to find the cue point you’re after, but the system of control we have previously been aiming for in the audio studio is to house the machine controls in the console—now we have another control box to accommodate.

(3.1) MACHINe CONTROL

Video machines can be wound in one of two ways, either laced or unlace. If the machine is laced, picture is still available during the locate, but the wind speed is usually quite slow (about 10 × play speed). Most machines will output timecode under these conditions, since the tape is in contact with the head, so if the autolocator/synchroniser you are using can read code at wind speed, the locate can be made very accurate.

If the tape is wound unlace from the heads, the actual wind speed is faster, but it has to unlace before the locate can start, and lace up again before any picture is available. No timecode can be recovered during the locate, and since some machines use the video control track which is actually recorded on the tape instead of idler pulses, each may not be
available. This may involve play-to-park routines to ensure accurate location. Most synchronisers however provide a good operating system for most of the common cassette machines.

Digital mastering

The need to be able to synchronise the stereo master back on to the video master provides at least part of its own solution. Since we have the video machine incorporated into the studio already, we can encode the stereo audio to digital and record this as a video signal on to our video machine. At the same time we can record an analogue version of the mix on to one of the audio channels and timecode, preferably regenerated to ensure good quality, on to the other audio channel.

Prospects

For each of the developments described above, individual solutions have been found for very specific tasks. Each area has developed away from the starting point of a single tape machine, but the lines of development are still there to see. As the projects which are undertaken have become more and more complicated, it gets more and more difficult to make the system, and what it’s doing, understandable by the operator. We have drifted away from the simplicity of a remotely controlled tape machine. Isn’t it possible to standardise the method of interconnection?

The machines all use groups of a finite number of commands, so we ought to be able to make use of current computer techniques which allow flexibility in the configuration of control networks. In a computer system the data and control networks are integrated but in a studio the programme is the prime concern, and the control network is there to support this.

The first serious attempt at rationalisation of the problems of machine control and interfacing in general, is the SMPTE machine control bus standard. The idea is to run a single RS 422 communications line around each studio complex, and to connect tape machines, machine controllers and other equipment to this bus (Fig 4).

Using the communications protocol the operator should then be able to select and control any tape machine. Since the protocol is available to everyone, every manufacturer can produce equipment that will connect to the bus. So anyone’s controller should be able to talk to anyone else’s machine.

Do you really want a high speed data communication line running through the same duct as all your audio wiring with all the potential problems that it may create? The SMPTE bus is designed so that if it is correctly installed, there will be no crosstalk problems, but to achieve this the data rate has to be restricted.

Commands to a tape machine are very short and can be sent very quickly, but equally important in a control network is feedback. The nature of the network makes it ideal to have all the machines grouped together in one room, out of sight of the operator. This makes the feedback from the machine even more important. At the permitted data rate, the time between a request from the controller and the response from the machine can be up to 4 ms. That’s assuming that there is only one machine in use, and that there is no delay between the machine receiving the request and sending its reply. For each extra machine in use, this problem compounds.

At what point does this delay become unacceptable? Before you answer that question, consider the simple interface at the beginning of the article. When I press the record switch, as soon as the machine has responded to the command, the tally is available back on the transport remote. If the bus is being used to control a system with five synchronised machines, the need to be able to see immediately what each machine is doing is surely more important than ever; the controller should provide the operator with the rapid response of the simple system.

Conclusions

It would seem that there are limitations to using the SMPTE bus for larger installations. We can use the bus as a very useful tool in the simplification of machine control, but in doing so must be careful not to lose the performance of a single machine system.

We are rapidly approaching the time when we will install a new machine simply by plugging in one standard connector, but we’re not quite there yet.

A little more than a grand

505 507 Liverpool Road London N78NS
telephone 01 609 8501
Studer introduces new analogue machine

Studer's new machine is the first in the A820 range of analogue recorders. They have been looking, in the face of all the 'digital talk', to develop the concept and capability of the analogue machine, by improving the audio electronics and incorporating microprocessor electronics and software into the design.

Available in ¼ in or ½ in versions in several configurations, including a version with centre track timecode. the A820’s heavy duty transport has three direct drive DC motors and 14 in reel capacity.

Transport control electronics incorporate separate processors for tape transport, transport management and audio management (master processor) for the capstan servo and for surrounding circuits.

The DC capstan motor (microprocessor controlled) will reverse its rotation as well as accelerating and decelerating. This feature recommends the machine for synchronising applications.

Internal alignments are possible with the multifunction control SET/CUE. With the multifunction control it is possible to leaf through the menu or to enter any of the different parameters, with LCD readout on the face of the transport mechanism.

There are over 40 user programmable audio and transport functions and all operating keys are programmable. Any programming you instigate will be protected by a service lock from unauthorised tampering.

10 OUTLET DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

A compact mains powered unit with one balanced input and ten AC and DC isolated floating line outputs.

- Exemplary R.F. breakthrough specifications giving trouble-free operation in close proximity to radio telephones and links.
- Excellent figures for noise, THD, static and dynamic IMD.
- Any desired number of outlets may be provided at microphone level to suit certain video and audio recorders used at press conferences.
- Meets IEC65-2, BS5415 safety and I.B.A. signal path requirements.
- Also available as a kit of parts less the case and all XLR connectors for one or ten outlets.

Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz Stereo Disc Amplifier 3 and 4
Moving Coil Preamplifier * Illuminated PPM Boxes * PPM Drive Boards and Ernest Turner Movements * Stabilizer and Frequency Shifter Boards
Peak Deviation Meters * Programme and Deviation Chart Recorders
Stereo Microphone Amplifiers

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD. The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG
Telephone: 0483 275997
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If only your ears could see.

If you could see what your ears can hear, the precision which makes Tannoy monitors different would stare you in the face. You would see the time difference in high and low frequencies on other, ordinary monitors. You would probably even spot the nasty phase incoherence and other unsightly phenomena.

Now put a Tannoy with SyncSource under the magnifying glass, and see what you can hear. Look at the phase perfection and the way in which the correct time relationships of fundamentals and harmonics are maintained. Then look at the practical advantages. More complete audio information, and greater freedom of movement behind the recording console without being restricted to an on or off axis listening position.

For more information on Tannoy monitors with SyncSource single point sound sources, just 'phone or write.

F.W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502
Studer audio layback machine

Studer recently introduced a new model to the A80 series for audio layback—the technique of recording the audio track of a video tape using an audio only machine. The machine is designated the A80VU-3LB and is designed to handle 1 in helical video recording tape on either C or B format, PAL or NTSC.

Studer International AG, CH-8105 Regensdorf, Althardstrasse 10, Switzerland. Tel: 01-840 2960. Telex: 58489.

UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0991. Telex: 27502.

USA: Studer Revox America Inc. 155 Avenue of America, New York, NY 10013. Tel: (212) 255-4462

Studer Revox America Inc, 14046 Burbank Blvd, Van Nuys, CA 91401. Tel: (213) 780-4224

Studer Revox America Inc, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. Tel: (615) 254 5651.

Mechanikai Laboratorium multitrack machine

Hungarian company Mechanikai Laboratorium has been adding to its range of tape machines. Exported by Elektroimpex of Budapest, the range includes the STM-600 and STM-610 (stereo) machines and the STM-631 editing machine.

The most recent addition, however, is the STM-700 professional multitrack. It comes in 8-track 1 in and 16- and 24-track 2 in formats, at 7½ or 15/30 in/s. It will accept up to 14 in NAB spools.

Features include vari-speed and meter indication of erase and bias currents.


Otari previews new range

Otari have announced preliminary information on a new range of mastering tape machines. These machines are either designated as the MTR-20 models for studio use and audio post-production or as BTR-20 models for broadcast production, on-air use and editing. The machines will be available in six formats: ¼ in full track, 2-channel, 2-channel with centre timecode track and stereo, and ¼ in, 2- and 4-channel. All versions have a heavy duty cast deck plate with microprocessor based transport control.

Audio record calibration is automatic including level, bias, HF, MF and phase compensation. Equalisation is switchable NAB-IEC or record/replay. There are two master select positions for all memories (two set-ups per speed, per channel). A cue speaker is also included.

There are a number of user selectable features available including punch in/out selectable on one or two buttons; amplifier record ready—add on or double hit; search optimisation—max accuracy or max speed; adjustable fast wind; transport control switch order—four variations; and switchable monitoring for different modes. Finally there will be optional photo and foil proximity sensors, and a full function autoexciter.

At present no date has been given for the release of this range of tape machines and it may be some months before they are available.

UK: Otari Electric (UK) Ltd, Unit 2 Herschel Industrial Centre, Church Street, Slough, Berks SL1 1PT. Tel: (0753) 822381. Telex: 849453 OTARI G.

USA: Otari Corporation, 981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, CA 94070. Tel: (415) 593 1645. Telex: TXW 910 376 4890.

Klotz.

The superbly engineered range of Klotz cables, are now available in England. These cables combine excellent electrical performance with remarkable toughness, flexibility and ease of preparation.

When quality and reliability are essential specify Klotz.

For details and specification sheet call.

SOLE IMPORTERS AND MAIN DISTRIBUTORS

Cable Technology

72-74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

01-388 5392
Announcing the Soundtracs CM4400 mixer.

From today conventional mixers with analogue switching are redundant!

With pre-programmed muting, trip facility and external synchronisation to time codes the applications in recording, broadcast, theatre, video production and television are endless. (The CM4400 is also very very quiet with no discernible digital noise!)

THE CM4400 BY affordable quality

Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH
Tel: 01-399 3392  Telex: 8951073/SNDOUT/G
Be warned!
In any large city the sight of an expensive car phone is an invitation to theft. Chicago already has a cellular radio service. Each phone can be electronically locked when the car is left so that it is usable only after a secret code has been input. Even if the phone is stolen while electronically unlocked, the thief is still in trouble. An identity number is burned into the internal microprocessor. The system control centre registers this when that phone is used for a call. Already the Chicago police have caught two thieves, by using radio detection finding techniques to pinpoint cars using stolen phones. Anyone subscribing to cellular radio in Britain would be well advised to check first on what happens if their car is stolen. A joy rider with a car phone capable of dialing calls direct to any country in the world could soon run up an horrendous bill for the unfortunate owner if there is no guaranteed safeguard against such abuse.

The meeting of the ways
The new hi-fi video systems record FM stereo along with the picture signals. So hi-fi engineers have had to learn about video technology. Video engineers have had to learn about hi-fi, because inconsistencies in the speed of rotation of the small video drum corrupt the FM signal and introduce noise on demodulation. Also the FM signal has to switch between heads at 50 Hz. A 2:1 compander is needed to get the claimed dynamic range. Audio engineers are well familiar with the audio nasties you can get from a 2:1 system, unless it is carefully engineered. Video people are newer to the game.

Studio sound engineers have also had to learn about video, because CD production is standardised on the use of 3% in U-matic video cassette tape to carry the digital recordings up to the disc mastering stage. They have learned the hard way that a video cassette recorder can be relied on to produce drop outs at the most inconvenient time. If the drop out is big enough to throw the digital processor into muting, then the disc master is ruined.

Normally, U-matic cassette tapes offer one hour's playing time at the most. This is one reason why most compact discs run for under an hour. It is possible to buy a long play U-matic cassette, which is loaded with a longer run of thinner tape. But unless the recorder drive system is carefully set up, or modified, running and braking tension cannot stretch the tape and create dropout after several passes through the machine. That's well known. But less well known is the mysterious and unpredictable appearance of drop out on normal thick U-matic tape. When the tape is run again there is no drop out. The root cause of this is well known to TV broadcasters.

The more you use a video recorder, the less likely it is to suffer from drop outs. When left unused, the heads can coat with a very thin surface film of oxide. This prevents the heads from bedding down close on to the tape surface, at least until the naturally slightly abrasive tape coating has polished the heads clean again. Some tapes are more abrasive than others, but if you think I'm going to risk a libel action saying which, you are mistaken. The BBC used to keep a stock of their most abrasive tape for just the purpose of head cleaning. If you are working with digital masters on U-matic, and are troubled by unexplained drop out, then try two things. Use your machine every day, even if you don't need to. If you have to leave the machine for several days without using it, then do a dummy run through a full tape before doing any real mastering work.

Radio free-for-all
Sound engineers should bite the bullet and beg, borrow or buy a copy of a recent Government Green Paper (discussion document) that goes out under the offputting title, "Proposals for the exemption from licensing of four categories of low power radio devices."

The Government plan is to make life easier and cheaper for everyone, by giving a free rein to anyone who wants to use low power radio equipment for telecontrol, radio microphones, telecommunication and emergency alarms.

On the face of things that sounds like good news. Existing licences cost more to administer than the fees payable and any cutback on unnecessary bureaucratic red tape is welcome. But buried in the paper is a point that may interest, and possibly alarm, sound engineers.

The proposal is that radio microphones should be exempt and the frequencies to be freed from licensing range from 173.8 MHz to 175.02 MHz. Stage sound engineers check your frequencies. You may like the idea of seeing them thrown open for anyone to use. But before you start cheering too loudly bear in mind what may happen.

If hi-fi buffs start using radio mics or wireless links on these frequencies, for instance to provide a free space connection between a record or tape deck and amplifier, then the band could become cluttered with transmissions. Professional stage set ups may then be blocked out by amateur users. If you think this is scaremongering, just try using a legal CB set in any built-up area in Britain. The congestion and interference is now so bad that speech is seldom intelligible. The proposal is still only a proposal. The Government is asking for comments. If you have any, write to the Department of Trade and Industry, Radio Regulatory Division, Room 613, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Bridge Road, London SW1. But I fear the Government is, as so often the case, out of touch with reality. The final deadline for comments is September 30, 1984, exactly two months after the Green Paper was published. Most people likely to have valid comments will have heard about the proposals through normally trade magazines, like Studio Sound. Magazine monthly has a lead time of nearly two months, that is to say words written for the magazine may take two months before they appear in print.

Also the Green Paper was published at the height of the holiday season, when many people, including interested specialist journalists, were likely to be away on holiday.

My bet is that most reports of the Green Paper will not find their way into specialist magazine print until after the deadline for comments has expired. For instance I have written this report as urgently as possible, but there is no guarantee that Studio Sound will be able to find space for it early enough to stimulate comments before September 30th.

(Sadly true—Ed.)
We've made some important changes to the Q.LOCK Synchroniser over the last four years, and the majority of them do not affect the appearance. The software inside Q.LOCK is the powerful part — just look at some of the features we now offer.

Full control and synchronisation of up to five machines.

User programmable facilities for varying session requirements - OPTION 64.

Several types of specialist software for particular applications (ADR, Sound Effects Assembly, Audio Editing, for example) all available within one set of PROMS, and selectable from the keyboard.

Dedicated interfaces for virtually all tape transports, supplied with optimised software, documentation and prewired cables for easy installation.

Autolocator facilities for individual or groups of machines.

Integral multistandard timecode generator fitted as standard.

Q·LOCK

Q·LOCK is much more than just a synchroniser — it is an essential part of the audio post-production facility. Contact us now to discover what Q·LOCK can offer you.
One of Hollywood's landmark recording studios, United Western, was founded back in 1958 by American recording pioneer Bill Putnam, who also started another historical facility, Chicago's Universal Recorders, in the 1940s before moving westward to California. The Hollywood studio was originally called United Recorders. The 'Western' part of the name didn't appear until four years later, when Putnam purchased a second studio, Western Recorders, which was located just down the street from United at 6000 Sunset Boulevard.

Although the Western Recorders building houses the present United Western Studios, the United facility played an important role in the new studio's overall history. The original address where Putnam started his Universal Audio recording operation, which later blossomed into the prestigious UREI Corporation, was the studio that attracted the top talent of the day, such as Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, and the Beach Boys who recorded virtually all of their hits in Studio 3. In more recent years, those same rooms are hosting artists as diverse as George Benson, Blondie, America, Huey Lewis, and Donna Summer. With attention focusing increasingly on Western, the United building was eventually leased out, and currently operates as OceanWay Recorders.

As UREI became a major pro-audio manufacturer, Putnam left the day-to-day operation of his recording studio to concentrate on research and development of the new UREI products. (Incidentally, the entire United Recording Corporation, which includes Teletronics and UREI, the two Hollywood studios, Coast Recorders in San Francisco and United Western Scoring Services, was purchased recently by Harman International.)

Since 1972, United Western Studios has been managed by the affable husband/wife team of Jerry and Joan Barnes. The couple are responsible for the genuine 'down home' atmosphere that makes United Western a very pleasant place to visit. Jerry's office is more like a family living room with solas and coffee tables replacing the usual desk and file cabinets. The Wild West décor of the room and Jerry's comfortable drawl reflect his Texan origins. One cannot help but comment that the Barnes and their staff really do seem like a family. "That's exactly right," says Jerry Barnes. "And we have our little family squabbles, too, but I suppose that's healthy. Perhaps some people would think it's a little too laid back here, yet anything else for us would be forced."

Regardless of outward appearances, 'laid back' is really not a totally accurate assessment. "Relaxed efficiency" is the name of the game. "The potential for stress and pressure in this business is number 1 on the list of ambushed," says Barnes. "Sure, we have all the same problems that everyone else has but we deal with them, and try not to let clients feel like they've walked into an institution. When it's time to get the job done, these people really jump to it."

The studio is involved in virtually every aspect of audio recording, as Jerry Barnes explains: "The percentage tips one way or the other almost quarterly, but right now (spring/summer 1984) I'd say we're at about 60% record projects, about 10% to 20% jingles, and 20% to 30% film and television music. There have been times when 80% of United Western's volume was records. For many years, Warner Brothers had their recording office on the premises, and WB record projects occupied a good 40% to 50% of the studio's time. On any given night, the leg might read like this: Manas and Papas in one room, Johnny Rivers in another, Frank Sinatra in the big studio, and his daughter Nancy down the hall. Such was the case until about 1980, when the mixture of projects began to change. "Although the overall volume of the business has remained the same," says Barnes, "we began to make serious attempts to focus on where our market really was, and how we could reach them best. We realised that many people using the studio had first come in as session singers or musicians, but now were also doing the production of projects like national commercial campaigns. They introduced us to the jingle element of the music business."

United Western's involvement in film and television work stems from their earliest years. A company named TBR, which handled music production for several of the popular TV shows and movies, was located at 6050 Sunset Boulevard, right next door to the United facility. They naturally started using United's Studio A—then the hottest room in town—for many of their projects, such as the classic Gunsmoke series. Over the years, the tradition continued. All the music for another long-running series, The Beverly Hillbillies, was recorded in what is now the coffee room.

More recently, the studio has attracted television clients like Hill Street Blues, Matt Houston, and Laverne and Shirley, as well as the annual pre-recording for the Grammy Awards Show, a sizeable body...
The full range

Sony Pro-Audio

Sounds Superior - for the Professional Recording Engineer

The Sony Pro-Audio range includes wireless microphone systems, portable analogue products, PCM Digital equipment and, of course, the renowned range of MCI mixing consoles and studio recorders.

All this and much, much more is supplied with the benefits expected of an acknowledged leader in Professional Audio equipment.

Write or phone for further information.

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
Pro Audio Department
City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55011
International +44 256 55 011
Telex 858424
Fax G2/G3 (0256) 794585
of film-for-television work, and some theatrical releases. For Jerry Barnes, a central factor in United Western's success has been the characteristics of the individual recording rooms, which he readily compares with those at Abbey Road in London, England. "What we have here which probably couldn't be duplicated anywhere else, are some of the best sounding rooms ever built. That's all attributable to Bill Purcell, the president. Apart from a little paint and touching up, we just don't dare do too much to disturb the acoustics. We certainly are not going to get into any heavy-duty renovation, which has destroyed good rooms everywhere over.

United Western has four recording studios, along with assorted production/duplication studios. Their largest tracking room is Studio 1, a high-ceilinged room which can accommodate all 35mm Magna-Tech projectors, and is used for most of the scoring work. During the 1930s, the room hosted radio productions with live studio audiences. The original engineer's booth survives from those days in the form of an iso booth. Louvered panels on the wall were once pointed by a lighting machine, but now stay in pretty much the same position, according to Barnes. Today, Studio 1 is equipped to handle scoring to film, to video tape, and of course, any project that demands a large room.

The only exception to United Western's full structural changes is Studio 7, which was heavily deadened during the 1970s when the 'tight' rock-and-roll sound was in vogue. "That room was quite popular for a while, but now the trend has come full circle, and people want natural ambience again," says Jerry Barnes. "We have people coming in just to do drum tracks in our big room."

Like many Los Angeles-area studios of this calibre, United Western has taken the plunge into digital recording. The studio started with a Mitsubishi digital 2-track recorder in October of last year, and soon after purchased Mitsubishi's X-800 32-track digital machine. To make their decision, United Western worked with the same demo machine that was loaned to Jon Share, superstars Kenny Rogers' studio complex in Los Angeles. In going 'digital', both studios worked together closely to develop interface cables for use between the machine and their respective consoles. This is the kind of inter-studio cooperation that Barnes is trying to promote as the current president of SPARS (The Society of Professional Audio Recording Studios).

"Just like everybody else, we took a very long look before we made our move into digital," he says, "and we finally came to the conclusion that 24-track digital is probably adequate for some people but not for us. We had to have the 32-track capability for our clients. From an operational point of view, and in terms of our clients' favourable responses to the sound quality, the Mitsubishi has proven to be the right choice. "Now there's no question that digital technology costs a lot of money," Barnes continues, "and purchasing a digital recorder is a roll of the dice. There's no guarantee that it's a safe investment for the long term. But we've already had occasions where we wished we had a second digital machine, because we've had to turn away digital business on more than a couple of occasions. This Mitsubishi machine is making it happen for us right now."

United Western's large room Studio 1, is equipped with an all Magna-Tech film recording chain, which comprises a 35 mm Magna-Tech projector located in a booth above the control room, and two Magna-Tech 6-channel mag recorders. The system has 8x rewinding capacity, and also includes a Magna-Tech 8-LB controller for running the projector and mag recorders from the mixing console, a 40-input Harrison 4032 with Allison automation.

"We've got a projectionist up in the booth to load and cue the projector, and a supervisor in the mag room to keep track of what's going on during the sessions," says studio manager Jerry Barnes. "But calling the booth on the talkback for every rewind can be a lot of headache for the engineer on the date. Instead, we've interfaced the equipment so the engineer can operate all the film gear in the booth from the console. It saves a lot of time.

Additional equipment in Studio 1 includes an MCI dual playback machine, a btx Shadow synchroniser, a JVC SS500 4/4 videocassette deck via SMPTE timecode that's generated on the outside edge of the mag stock. The remaining rooms are equipped (console-wise) like so: Studio 2—Harrison 4032 console with Allison automation; Studio 3—a 56/40 Neve 8108 with NECAM automation; Studio 7 (which is actually the fourth tracking room in the facility)—an MCI 410 desk.

A ll the multitrack analogue tape machines throughout United Western are MCIIs, while the ½ in and ¼ in 2-track machines are a combination of MCI and Ampex ATR 100s. The studio also has a Mitsubishi X-80 digital 2-track and an X-800 digital 32-track recorder. Theoretically, the X-800 (which fits in a 2-room space) room but Barnes has found that it interfaces particularly well with the Neve NECAM equipment in Studio 3. The X-800 is just a money maker since we got it," he says. "But the combination of the Neve with the Mitsubishi machine is a delight. The X-800 operates with the NECAM system so much faster and smoother than any analogue machine we've ever tried. (In addition to the multitrack audio tracks, the Mitsubishi X-800 features five extra data tracks dedicated to recording timecodes and other sync signals so the client doesn't ever have to sacrifice audio tracks to tie audio and visual gear together.) And the punch in a punch is that the capabilities are incredibly fast and clean.

The principal monitoring in each studio is provided, not surprisingly, by UREI Time Align power amplifiers, McIntosh 2300 and UREI power amps. Each studio is fully stocked with outboard gear. Recent acquisitions include Quanta tone simulators, Publison pitch changers and ADR Vocal Stresses. Other outboard equipment: Lexicon Prime Time and Super Prime Time, EMT 250 reverberation, Eventide Harmonizer and Eventide Flanger. Naturally enough, the studio has a full selection of UREI (1176s and 1178s) and Teletronics (LA-3s, LA-4s and LA-2s—tube version) limiters. Further limiting and compression is provided by dbx compressor/limiters and Kepex Gain Brakes.

United Western Studios, 6000 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028, USA. Tel: (213) 469-3983
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Two technologies — One name. The Studer 820.

For many years Studer have been at the forefront of analogue recording technology while being major contributors to the development of a world-wide standard of digital recording. This in-depth involvement and commitment to two technologies has resulted in the launch of the Studer 820 transport.

The Studer 820 is brand new throughout and while maintaining the heritage of other Studer transports it is designed to meet the needs of analogue and digital technologies for the next two decades.

The die-cast chassis houses two d/c spooling motors and a d/c capstan drive which in conjunction with Swiss precision mechanics and a level of intelligence as yet unseen in a tape transport ensures very fast but extremely gentle tape handling.

The 820 supports both technologies — the A820 for analogue, which will be premiered at I.B.C. and the P.C.M. version the D820 which will be available early in 1985 and a production version of which will be shown at New York A.E.S. in October.
In May 1976, Jim Duncombe, an expatriate London musician and recording engineer, and Jurg Peterhans, an engineer at Radio Zurich decided to open a recording studio in Zurich. After months of looking at 'suitable' buildings they finally settled with some doubt on the old Dow Chemicals premises in Horgen, a picturesque village overlooking lake Zurich.

During the ensuing years local business flourisherd and Powerplay updated from the 16-track Studer A80 and Mida desk to an MCI 536 package using JH24 and 4H110B machines. But overshadowing this update were a number of other problems, much more difficult to remedy because they were so inter-related. It was impossible to give priority to any one: the acoustics were less than good, but improvement would take up too much space; the loading requirements for a floating floor were not met by the building; the air conditioning; the noisy lift; the neighbours; the fire authorities. An endless list of obstacles forced Jim and Jurg to the conclusion that the only way to long term acoustic excellence is to build from scratch.

Armed with a list of 'don'ts' as long as your arm, Jim Duncombe set out to collect some 'do's' from the list of the most successful studios and producers in the UK and USA. Tom Hidley, then based in Montreux with Eastlake-Audio, appeared to be building consistently successful studios with the charts being full of material recorded or mixed in studios of Hidley design or copies thereof. Voices against this design concept seemed to emanate from his competitors and not from the producers or musicians using the studios.

Tom's first advice was to build two studios with identical control rooms but very different acoustics in the recording areas. They should be separated by the service and administration areas and there should be adequate residential and leisure facilities. The whole of the recording area should be one level. Early Eastlake studies were specified by the clients, to be pretty dry but Powerplay wanted a much livelier approach with the same predictability.

As a result all floors in Powerplay are rough sawn walnut except for the magnificent 'string' room which gets used for everything, especially drums which has a marble floor, polished walnut walls and hard ceiling. There is less trapping and no cork in the control rooms.

The familiar 'diffusing' rock spreads back to the half room point on a line with the engineer giving about 50% more stone area. This is then continued with polished walnut around the back of the control room, only possible in a stereo, ie non quad, room, and makes for a comfortably live listening environment. To attract clients to record in Switzerland, the studios would have to be unique in as many ways as possible and to take advantage of the obvious beauty of Switzerland, land was acquired with a lake and mountain view but within 15 km of Zurich and the airport.

Before the final purchase of land was made, a company of acoustic engineers was consulted to take noise readings over a period of 14 days. The architect foreworded a method of building a two 'room in a room' studio/control room unit which he guaranteed, based on the long term noise readings, to give a noise floor of 22 dBA. A large air conditioning company was assigned to come up with their best noise figure and they subsequently guaranteed 24 dBA at 1 metre from the main large cross section, low velocity in/out airfeeds to the shells. It was then up to Dave Hawkins of Eastlake, London, who undertook to improve this figure by 1 dBA with his ducting from the shell over the whole studio and control room areas. The architects and structural engineers found it best to build the house shell first and then add the inner shells.

The 26 tonne concrete slab ceilings of the inner shells were then cast on hydraulic jacks 4 ft above the ground and subsequently raised to their final position of 4 metres. While the building was being held in place by the jacks, the steel sprung floor was laid and the walls built up to meet and support the ceiling.

The jacks and champagne corks were then removed and much yodelling could be heard in the village of Maur that night. In the cellar the giant air conditioning units, one for each studio and control room stand on hydraulically supported concrete blocks. Supported in the same way are four 4000 VA mains transformers/filters supplying very clean mains. The temperature and relative humidity of either of the studios or the control rooms can be individually adjusted in seconds to the producer's preference, which is usually 20°C, although when Tom Dowd flew in from Miami to check Powerplay with Dexy's Midnight Runners, he raised it to 23°C.

The choice of equipment was inevitable. The studio was designed 'non plus ultra', so the equipment philosophy had to follow. Studio A is equipped with a Solid State Logic 4000 with Total Recall, and two A800 MkIII (one hired in for 48-track). The master mixing machine is Studer A80 ¼ in and A810 and Sony F1 Digital 32-track is offered on a hire-in basis. The monitoring is UREI 415B and Yamaha NS-10M.

A very attractive addition to the working climate is the lake view from any point in the studio and control room. The lighting is remote controlled and there is a live chamber available to either studio.

Studio B is at present MCI 536 LM automated with MCI machines but a second SSL-Studer package is on the horizon. The control room is identical to control room A except that it has sliding doors to the 5 x 7 metre studio. B also has daylight and a lake view, which is A.

The rates in Studio B are much lower than in A and clients can save by laying basic tracks in A, overdubbing in B and mixing in A.
The incredible new industry standard in cost-conscious multitack consoles, featuring:
- Full 24 buss, 24-track in-line monitor functions
- 8 auxiliary sends and 8 effects returns
- 8 audio subgroups with separate stereo buss
- 4-band, advanced semi-parametric equalizer on all i/o modules
- 2 independent mute groups

- Separate monitor mix and stereo busses
- Oscillator and talkback system
- 19" hand wired TT patchbay
- LED metering with switchable VU/Peak ballistics
- +48V DC phantom power rail
- Matchless audio transparency and flawlessly musical equalization

Sales office:
TOTAL AUDIO CONCEPTS LTD, Islington Mill, James St, Salford M3 5HW, England tel: 061/834 6747
telex: 668127 AMEK G

Factory:
TOTAL AUDIO CONCEPTS LTD, Unit 10, St Michael's Trading Estate, Bridport, Dorset, England tel: 0308 27066 telex: 41281 TOTAL G

In the USA:
AMEK CONSOLES INC, 10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, Ca 91601 tel: (818) 508 9788
telex: 662526 AMEK USA
Powerplay is residential, offering attractive chalet rooms, a large leisure area with snooker, TV games, pinball, Sky Channel and a kitchen with microwave, deep fry, fridges, laundry and airing facilities.

Powerplay aims to cover a healthy portion of British overseas productions, which for various reasons would be produced out of the UK in any case. To attract this clientele, their marketing is aimed at letting people know that there is a world class recording complex 90 min from London.

Jamil and Jung Leisure area complete with pinball machine Control room B

Music Works, London

the main 'dead' room are 22 x 22 ft. All the walls are angled with degrees of thickness varying between 6 and 8 ft with vast quantities of Rockwool and chipboard behind them. The front (control room) end has an absorbent covering whilst the back wall has wooden panels. This wall also has two smallish recesses which may be used to prevent spillage. Angled across one corner is a drum booth with a wooden floor and heavily trapped ceiling which, although not totally physically separated off (there being only a lower-half partition), is separate soundwise and, indeed, many sessions have been executed with all the instruments live, the separation is that good.

On the other side of the room, through double sliding patio doors is a large live room (approx 22 x 16 ft) which has many different ceiling angles to give various types of sound. At one end there is a Kawai 6 ft I in grand piano, above this the ceiling is even higher and more reflective. The piano is a fairly recent acquisition and, having tried a number of different makes and sizes. Music Works decided on the Kawai as being the best rock music type sound. This room has two large triple glazed windows and is altogether very bright. "It's very popular with drummers," remarked Joe, "Stewart Copeland, Bev Beyer, Simon Phillips - lots of session drummers love it."

All over the building there are lots of funny little (and sometimes big) areas which are frequently utilised for yet more different acoustics. For example, it's pretty dead between the two studio doors! Also, there is large storage area at the back of the building which, amongst other things, a chain hoist (left behind by Fry's I guess) this is just bare concrete and is sometimes used by bands.

The chain hoist is still in working order, and, although the building is furnished with lifts, it is sometimes called for when extra large pieces of equipment need to come up (a desk for example). Round in the control room the first thing that strikes you is how small the Amek M2500 console looks stuck in the middle of such a large room (20 x 15 ft). The high ceiling once again contributes to the feeling of space. The walls are variously clad in wood, acoustic tiles with chipboard panels and Rockwool in the back wall and under the monitors for bass trapping.

Round the circumference of the room where walls join ceiling there is a band of wood for high frequency reflections. The room's design means that monitoring sounds uniform wherever you stand according to Joe. This was not put to the test as there was an engineer installing a telephone answering system in the

There's good skiing just one hour away and Jim says that in December they might need to branch into the travel agency business to cater for all artists and friends who have said they'll be over again in the skiing season.

Incidentally, Powerplay is probably the only studio in the world with an atomic underground fallout shelter, at no extra charge.

Powerplay Recording Studios, Fallendenstrasse, 8124 Maur, Zurich, Switzerland. Tel: 419 80.15.21. J Dee

Situated just off north London's Holloway Road, the most distinctive things about Music Works' studio complex are its size and the real daylight in every room! Music Works started up in 1979 with its main studio (Studio 1). Director Joe Julian and his partner at the time Alan Williams, got together with Andy Munro (who was then working for Allen & Heath) and between them they came up with the design.

The recording area consists of a main room with varied acoustics, a separated live room and an isolation booth. The ceilings throughout the building are over 20 ft high, and this, combined with the windows and skylights, lends an unusually light and airy atmosphere.

The studio occupies the top floor of what was once a Fry's chocolate factory/warehouse, and when Joe Julian first arrived it was just an open shell. Thus the studio design was unrestricted.

Approximate dimensions of
Limehouse Studios are one of Britain’s newest, largest and most sophisticated teleproduction facilities. Their sound capabilities are among the finest available to programme producers.

The Limehouse choice for multitrack recorders: two Otari MTR-90 Series II twenty-four channel machines.

Limehouse selected the MTR-90 for many of the same reasons you would: superb sound quality, easy interface with video editing systems and synchronisers, an advanced microprocessor-based tape transport, and, a reputation for reliable performance.

The compact MTR-90 even fits easily into the small machine or sound control room. While gently handling your Masters in the most reliable manner, it delivers the fastest transport operational modes of any 2" professional recorder made. A compact Remote Session Controller comes standard, and an optional, full-function autolocator can be easily fitted.

Whether your work is in music, radio, multi-media, film or television audio production, there are many advantages to owning an Otari. Critically evaluate the recorders that will put you where you want to be: at Technology’s leading-edge.

To receive full technical information and a demonstration please contact one of our authorised professional Dealers or ring us at 0753-822381 Otari Electric (U.K.) Ltd, 22 Church Street, Slough, Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K.

Telex 849453 OTARI G.

Authorised Dealers:

ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JU 01 748 9009

TURNKEY, Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL 01 202 4366

Technology You can Trust
control room at the time. At the back of the control room there is another room, separated by double sliding patio doors which is semi-live and about 22 x 10 ft. This recording room is used for visitors and unwanted musicians to lounge around in, or it provides yet another recording area.

When the studio was first built they installed a prototype Allen & Heath Syncom 4 with Lyrec 24-track machine and Klark-Teknik 2-track. Eighteen months later they upgraded to the Amek M2500 automated 32-channel in-line desk. This console was chosen for facilities and price. They must be pleased with it because they have just installed another one in their new second studio.

Monitoring is on Eastlake TMS (with JBL and TAD) and Auratones. Tape machines are Lyrec 24-track, MCI and Otari 2-tracks (4 in mastering available) and Aiwa 3800 cassette.

On the day of my visit everyone was recovering from a party the night before to celebrate the opening of Studio 2, designed principally as a remix suite. The decision to build a new room was taken because the existing studio could have been filled twice over during the preceding year. Music Works clientele consists of a stream of fairly regular visitors, and is therefore quite predictable: the demand is presumably here to stay.

So the now-well-established-in-Turnkey-2 Andy Munro came in, once again, to design the rooms. The recording area, designed for overdubbing, is therefore considerably smaller than others in the building. None of the walls are parallel and the surfaces are very varied: one wall of brick, one of hemlock (wood), by the control room window a reflective fabric, maple floor.

"This is a very bright sounding room," said Joe, "it's especially good for vocals and guitar and with all these different surfaces it's great for using PZM microphones." The ceiling is totally dead and filled with Rockwool.

To get into the recording area you have to approach it through a smaller room which is attractively finished in...
Success in the professional recording business comes from using the best—the best talent, the best music, and the best tape.

That's why more of today's top recording studios have the confidence to choose Ampex 2" tape over all other professional studio mastering tapes combined. Confidence that comes from consistency.

Proven consistency. Proven by testing every reel of Ampex Grand Master® 456 end-to-end and edge-to-edge, to make certain you get virtually no tape-induced level variations from reel-to-reel, or case-to-case. And we even include a strip chart in every box of 2" 456 to prove it.

With Ampex Studio Mastering Tape you also get consistency of delivery. Because we stock our tape inventory in the field, we're always there when you need us.

If the ultimate success in a studio mastering tape is measured by more hit records from more top recording stars, then Ampex professional studio mastering tape is the most successful tape in the world.
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF TAPE

Hugh Ford explains how easily tapes can be damaged and offers advice on care

If the best performance is to be obtained from magnetic tape, digital or analogue, strict attention must be paid to the handling and storage of the tape from the manufacturer's factory floor to the archival store and thereafter.

To fully understand the problems it is necessary to consider a number of factors relating to the material itself, recorder design and maintenance and the effects of the environment. The latter embraces tape spools (reels), temperature, humidity, stray magnetic fields and other forms of radiation.

This article starts with consideration of the magnetic tape and its component parts which affect its performance, and peruses potential mechanical hazards—the normal cause of failure of the recording medium—as it's very unusual for a professional audio tape to become 'worn out' through proper use.

Consideration is then given to the electromagnetic properties and 'damage' that may be done to an original recording. This not only includes the well known phenomenon of print-through but also accidental demagnetisation which may occur due to a number of causes—stray magnetic fields are not the only culprit.

Magnetic tape

Historically magnetic recording materials have taken a number of forms ranging from steel tape or wire to coated paper. All modern tapes are coated materials consisting of a backing called a base film to which is applied a coating consisting of, or containing, a ferromagnetic material.

The overall performance of a tape is affected by the mechanical and electrical properties of the base film plus the nature of the coating applied. All modern studio tapes use polyethylene terephthalate commonly known by the trade names of Metalex (ICI) and Mylar (du Pont).

Two other types of base film are of interest as they will certainly be found in archives and have been used in comparatively recent times. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was a very common form of base film as at one time it was much cheaper than polyethylene terephthalate which in the early days was not made in a suitable quality for magnetic tape manufacture—it was fine for wrapping packages.

The third base film of interest is cellulose triacetate which preceded the age of modern plastics and is commonly associated with photographic film and was very popular for magnetic recording films in the 35 mm and 16 mm formats.

Cellulose triacetate has fallen out of use as a base film material for a number of its properties, PVC being superseded for other reasons. Comparison of the mechanical properties reveals some of these factors.

From Table 1 it can be seen that cellulose triacetate in comparison with PVC and polyethylene terephthalate has not only poor coefficients of expansion but that its yield strength is close to its tensile strength. The latter means that it snaps rather than stretches—considered to be an advantage by some people in film editing work, but a disadvantage for recording tape.

A further disadvantage of cellulose triacetate is that it becomes brittle with age and suffers from severe moisture absorption. Thus great care is needed when handling this material, particularly if it has been archived.

PVC offers significant improvements in terms of strength as it stretches rather than snaps. However, it remains temperature sensitive and suffers from pinholes which are an undesirable feature for manufacturing recording tape. Also the temperature coefficient remains on the high side.

Turning to the currently almost universal base film material that is now used, polyethylene terephthalate can be stretched considerably in a permanent deformation (it is in other words elastic). It is relatively immune to changes in humidity and temperature and it doesn't age.

Whilst the performance of the general groups of materials varies within a group, particularly with polyethylene terephthalate, Table 1 shows typical values and the difference between materials is well defined. In all cases the uncoated base film is a very good electrical insulator and is difficult to control when winding due to the build up of electrostatic charges. It follows that the characteristics of the magnetic coating must control this factor.

Table 1 Approximate comparison of the properties of base film materials (% in standard play tape)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Cellulose triacetate</th>
<th>Polyvinyl chloride</th>
<th>Polyethylene terephthalate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength (kg)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength (kg)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation at break (%)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal temperature coefficient per °F</td>
<td>5×10⁻²</td>
<td>4×10⁻²</td>
<td>2×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal humidity coefficient per % RH</td>
<td>12×10⁻²</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>1×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and it is now common to back coat the final product to further control the winding properties. The very thin back coating is designed to be electrically conductive in addition to having surface roughness characteristics to improve winding in terms of both layer to layer frictional properties and the expulsion of air between the turns when winding.

Whilst good back coatings do not leave any deposits on the magnetic coating when on a spool, this is certainly not an unknown problem which can be aggravated by storage at high temperatures.

In the prose of this article we will ignore vacuum deposited magnetic coatings as these are not currently of interest in the context of studio recording tapes (video and cassette applications are another matter) but the magnetic coatings of all tapes have a number of ingredients, some of which affect handling and storage.

In addition to the magnetic material which is commonly fine ferric oxide in the form of acicular (needle shaped) particles, the coating contains a binder to hold the particles within the coating, plasticisers, solvents, lubricants, anti-static agents and other ingredients.

If the manufacturer gets either the recipe or the cooking wrong the oxide and/or the ingredients may escape in use or storage. Oxide 'dust' and sticky deposits can build up on the recorder and cause tape damage. Plasticisers can exude from the tape in storage and cause layer-to-layer adhesion. I've even got some cards which have lost their static properties in storage and play with an accompanying mini thunderstorm.

Just what can the user do about these problems? Unfortunately the performance of a particular batch of tape depends upon which cooking pot was used to make it. Thus the reliability of the manufacturer is of paramount importance in terms of batch to batch constancy and ageing performance.

Hopefully a reputable manufacturer will have done artificial ageing tests and the base film and coating won't separate in 10 years' time!

In all cases problems with materials themselves are aggravated by high storage temperatures and exposure even for short periods to temperatures which would be uncomfortable to humans, will frequently cause tape damage.

All magnetic tape is manufactured in wide widths called 'webs' and wound into large rolls commonly called 'jumbos'. The width is then slit down to the nominal ⅛ in by rotary knife slitters which give a characteristic to the tape edges as shown in Fig 1.

This characteristic is inevitable with rotary knife slitters, but with good cutter box maintenance it is not a problem. However, if strict quality control is not exercised a tape may have significantly stretched edges which will eventually lead to deformation of the wind on a spool. There's nothing a user can do about this except inspect new tapes for poor edges.

A manufacturing defect over which the user does have a degree of control is known as 'cupping'. If, when the base film is being coated, the solvent attacks one side of the base film or the drying process after coating is not properly controlled, the web will become deformed due to shrinking or expansion of one side of the base film.

An exaggerated result of this is shown in Fig 2 where the tape is not flat across its width. Provided that the tape is wound oxide in or out as received all is well but reversing the wind provokes disaster just like trying to wind a steel tape measure inside out.

Spools, reels, hubs

Whether you care to call it a spool or reel is of little consequence according to the Oxford English Dictionary so for the sake of consistency I'll call the thing a spool if it consists of a hub and one or more flanges. Hubs just fit on the turntables on the recorder and do not have flanges and are therefore cheaper than spools.

There appears to be a fairly common misconception that the flanges of a spool are intended to act as tape guides. This is certainly not the case and any tape touching the flanges of a spool will be damaged to some extent; the flanges are intended purely as protective devices.

Any good recorder is capable of winding a tape at high speed on to a hub whilst forming a flat pack without the odd turn of tape protruding from the pack—a complaint called 'leafing' as shown in Fig 3 and without sections of tape protruding from the pack called 'blocking' as shown in Fig 4.

I will come to the causes of leafing and blocking in relation to the tape and the recorder but leafing may well be associated with the design of spools and hubs. The use of plastic electrically insulating hubs can have severe effects on tape winding and if leafing is to be avoided it is advisable to use conductive hubs. There are quite a few spools around with metal flanges and non-conductive plastic hubs which are to be avoided as they can build up tremendous electrical charges which affect winding.

Three standard types of spool are in common use with the recommended dimensions to be found in International Electrotechnical Commission Publication 94, these being the cine centred spool, the NAB type spool and the single sided European type spool hub which is comparatively little used and requires special adaptors for most recorders.

A common problem which leads to tape touching the flanges of a spool is the difference in dimensions between the cine-type spool and the NAB type spool so far as the overall width is concerned. Reference to Fig 5 shows the basic standard tolerances which relate directly to tape winding.

Considering the overall width the minimum is 11.35 mm for an NAB spool and the maximum 13.50 mm for a cine spool leading to a spool turntable to tape control difference of just over 1 mm in the worst case. This deviation is intolerable from the point of view of tape guidance and it is essential that the recorder's turntable height be adjusted for the centreline dimensions of the type of spool in use.

Alternatively a recorder may be aligned for cine type spools and a shim of 0.82 mm thickness put on the turntable when NAB type spools are in
The introduction of the Tandberg Series TCD 900 shatters the barrier of Professional Cassette use. For the first time combined in one machine are superior sound capability, superior mechanical and electronic design, and total control flexibility based on a 8-Bit microprocessor with 32 K of EPROM memory. Also included in this series are the experience of 50 years of electronic and tape recorder design/manufacturing. In fact, for over half a century the Tandberg reputation for quality, outstanding performance and long term owner loyalty has been based on our commitment to total excellence in product, from sub chassis to external appearance.

**TCD 910 Master Cassette Recorder**

TCD 910 is designed to replace in many use both reel to reel and cartridge machines. This recorder is capable of producing tapes at sound and silence levels beyond that required by broadcasting standards. Combined with its extremely accurate real time counter and built in autolocator functions, this machine is truly a multi-purpose cassette recorder.

Features include:
- High precision 4 motor tape transport with direct load, instant access cassette positioning.
- Discrete Tandberg built three head system with built-in record azimuth adjustment.
- Superb sound quality with Tandberg's exclusive discrete circuitry and latest generation Dolby B and C noise reduction processors.
- All audio pathways include only polypropylene capacitors and metal film resistors.
- Built in autolocator with 10 cue points in real time, auto cut search and cue/review.
- Auto stop and/or rewind after cut.
- Electronically balanced XLR input/output connectors.
- Remote control connector including fader start.
- Front panel Bias and record current adjustment, with built in oscillators.
- Optional RS 232 computer interface, infrared wireless and hard wire remote.
- Wide range of options and accessories.

**TCD 911 Playback Cassette Deck**

An economical alternative to inferior home tape decks in professional settings. TCD 911 offers the same quality of construction and design as TCD 910 with special features such as:
- Playback pitch control.
- External playback azimuth control, to get the best out of any pre-recorded compact cassette. In a multi-deck studio situation, the TCD 910 combined with the TCD 911 makes for the ideal match of performance and price.

**TANDBERG TCD 900 SERIES PROFESSIONAL CASSETTE DECKS**

Norway: Tandberg A/S, Fetveien 1, P.O.Box 53 N-2007 Kjeller. Tel: 2-71 68 20, Tlx: 71886.

Sweden: Tandberg Audio AB P.O.Box 20104 S-16120 Bromma. Tel: 08-99 04 50, Tlx: 10853.

UK: Tandberg Limited Revoe Road, Eland Road, LEEDS, LS11 8JG. Tel: 532-774844, Tlx: 557611.

USA: Tandberg of America Inc. Labriola Court, P.O.Box 58 Armonk, N.Y. 10504. Tel: 914-273-9150, Tlx: 137357.


WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATIVES:

Yugoslavia: Interexport, Beograd. Tel: 620-955. Other countries: Please contact Tandberg A/S, Norway.
use. It is of course advisable to set turntable height by measurement rather than relying on the dimensions of any particular spool. This is, however, rather difficult with many cheaper recorders where no suitable reference face is available for making measurements.

The final factor about spools in relation to tape handling is the hub diameter. As shown in Fig 5 this is standardised for NAB spools about 82 mm but varies for ciné type spools between 36 mm and 100 mm depending upon the overall diameter which may range from around 75 mm to 250 mm. The consequence is that depending upon the design of a particular recorder the tape tension may vary widely at the start and end of a tape—another source of tape damage.

Before departing from the subject of spools it is of paramount importance that only spools in good condition should be used. Damaged hubs, bent flanges, burrs on the flanges and dirt on the hubs or flanges can all cause severe tape damage.

Tape winding defects

There are unfortunately no standard terms for types of tape defect and any comments would be welcome from readers about alternative terms. I have already mentioned leafing and blocking but include these defects again to give a comprehensive list of common defects and their causes.

* Leafing (Fig 3) the throwing up of individual turns within the tape pack, easily leads to tape damage in handling. If the leaves are turned over, the edge of the tape will suffer permanent damage in addition to which, the tape will often hit the spool flanges when being wound.

The cause of leafing is a combination of the winding characteristics of the tape itself (which may depend upon temperature and humidity) and the performance of the recorder. High winding speeds encourage leafing and should be avoided as should too low a tape tension.

If you are plagued by this defect it is well worth trying alternative tape types. Back coated tapes are generally better than shiny backed tapes and thick standard play tapes are better than the thinner tapes. Conductive spools also assist in reducing leafing.

* Blocking (Fig 4) like leafing this is aggravated by high winding speeds but may be a function of particular reels of tape where the slitting is below standard with consequent curvature of the tape.

Another cause of blocking is pack slip. If, for instance, a spool of tape is dropped or jolted, part of the pack may slip laterally with repeated jolts leading to severe blocking. This may be associated with too low a winding tension or wide temperature variations during transportation.

* Lipping (Fig 6) the turning up of one or both edges of the tape, may be associated with poor slitting as shown in Fig 1, or cupping as shown in Fig 2. These are tape manufacturing defects which can be readily seen in new spools of tape.

Subsequent lipping will occur if the winding tension is excessive with resultant stretching of the edges of the tape which can also occur due to dirt on the tape transport or worn heads or guides. Once lipping has started the tape cannot be recovered and it will deteriorate with use.

* Cinching (Fig 7) also known as accordioning or pleating, takes the form of a cinched turn or mere within the wound tape pack. This is caused by one section of the pack moving radially with respect to the adjacent section and
results from excessive acceleration of the spool, possibly in conjunction with too low a winding tension or temperature variations.

Extreme low winding tension may lead to cinching under normal play-off tension conditions and tapes with obvious poor winding should be rewound to normal tensions with great care.

Whilst severe cinching cannot be 'repaired' winding a cinched tape at low speed and at proper tensions may provide adequate recovery.

- Spoking: (Fig 8) the formation of radial spokes (like the spokes of a bicycle wheel) may be caused by the initial winding being at a low tension with the final winding being at increased tension causing severe radial compression at the centre of the wind—a common complaint with very thin tapes.

Further causes are debris within the wind or poor splices—both can be readily avoided. If severe damage has not occurred spoked tapes may be recovered by careful rewinding at low speed, possibly in conjunction with the use of a tape cleaning material.

- Windowing: (Fig 9) very loose winds with voids that can be seen through may result from very severe temperature cycling in storage or transport. Windowed tapes should be rewound with great care to avoid cinching and can usually be recovered as windowing is not caused by other forms of tape damage.

The importance of recorder maintenance

Both mechanical maintenance and maintenance of electronic speed control and tension servo systems are very much related to the good handling of tape. The modern trend is to run tape at constant tension on both spools rather than reduce tension as the spool becomes full and this trend overcomes the problem of differing spool hub diameters, providing that the recorder is well designed.

Checking the tape tension is very important and it's not much good measuring static tension with a spring balance and a piece of string. A proper tape tension gauge such as a Tentelometer is essential. As a general rule the tape tensions should be set as shown in Table 2 for different tape thicknesses.

An operating tension of 70 g per ¼ in width and pro rata is a good compromise if the tension servo can hold this tension accurately in both the play and fast wind modes.

Where possible very fast winding should be avoided with a speed of 3 m/s (say 120 in/s) usually being a safe maximum. For archival storage it is better not to fast wind but to do the final wind in the play mode with the tape being stored tail out to minimise the effect of print through.

Many modern recorders have control over the tape acceleration and braking. These should be adjusted for minimum snapping, and violent acceleration and deceleration should be avoided even if good tension control exists.

Cleanliness of the tape guides and heads is of prime importance not only to minimise dropouts due to head tape separation but also to avoid tape

and tape material on the heads and guides, smoking, food and drink are prime enemies which can be avoided. Regular cleaning and inspection for wear of all parts in contact with the tape will avoid tape damage, particularly to the edges.

Whilst the head azimuth adjustment has little effect upon tape the adjustment of the zenith (tilt in the vertical plane from the front to the back of the heads) is important as it can severely affect tape guidance.

The matter of spool turntable height has already been mentioned but it is most important that the turntable should be accurately horizontal. A 0.1° alignment error will transpose into a 0.5 mm offset at the edge of a 10% in spool.

Heads and guides should of course be regularly demagnetised as any residual magnetism will increase tape noise even in the replay mode. Some ferrite heads are difficult to demagnetise with the normal head demagnetisers and it is necessary to use a bulk eraser.

In summary, good mechanical alignment and cleanliness are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape type</th>
<th>Thickness µm</th>
<th>Tension 0-10 in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard play</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35 g to 70 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long play</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40 g to 80 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double play</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30 g to 70 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 8 Spoking

Fig 9 Windowing
Mixing Masters?

Console Automation used to be considered a luxury. With the introduction of the MasterMix system, automation becomes not only accessible, it becomes so economical, simple, efficient and accurate as to be essential.

MasterMix can automate your existing console. Interfaces are available for most automation-ready consoles, and the MasterMix VCA fader package permits a complete update of virtually any console.

MasterMix records the Mix data on floppy disc. The traditional disadvantages of contemporary tape based systems, which introduced cumulative errors on repeated passes and were subject to dropouts, noise and distortion interference are eliminated.

Only one track of standard SMPTE/EBU timecode is required for synchronisation and a code generator is included as part of the main computer unit. Automation of level and mute decisions are stored independently and accurately at a single time code frame.

MasterMix is simple to use, and the increase in speed and quality of production will ensure that the system rapidly justifies its installation. MasterMix is the new standard for automation systems.

MasterMix - the obvious choice
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adjacent layers. Print and ideally the tape should not spoking and heat.

Like tape should never start used.

Chinagraph damage. Tape damage the tape essential-dirt

Tape damage the tape.

The use of wax pencils such as Chinagraph is common for marking audio tapes but alcohol type markers as used in video splicing are to be preferred as they leave very little debris on the tape. Surplus marking material should always be removed with care.

Splicing tape is another matter. To start with, the likes of office adhesive tape should never be used for splicing. Good magnetic splicing tape will stick well and not exude adhesive in storage. Like the magnetic tape itself it is difficult to know what will happen upon long term storage, but again excessive heat is an enemy.

Splices themselves should be smooth with no overlap as not only does this produce dropouts but may also lead to spiking and other tape defects.

Cleanliness during editing is important and ideally the tape should not be touched on either side as fingers inevitably leave deposits of oils and salts which may spoil the adhesion of splicing tape and have other undesirable effects.

Print-through

Print-through, the effect by which one turn of tape imprints its signal on to adjacent layers at low level, causes very

irritating post- and pre-echoes. The printing effect depends upon the tape type, its thickness and sometimes upon particular batches of tape.

As shown in Fig 11 the printing consists of a number of post and pre-echoes with the pre-echoes being slightly larger than the post-echoes in the case of common oxide-in winding. This is unfortunate as pre-echo is subjectively more annoying than post-echo which is a natural phenomenon.

Whilst the user has no control over the performance of a tape type, the choice of tape type being a compromise of many parameters, there are ways of minimising long term print-through. To start with tapes can be stored 'tail-out' such that the pre- and post-echoes are reversed with the pre-echo being reduced in intensity. Alternatively the tape may be wound oxide-out, but this may be inadvisable in view of the effect of 'cupping' described earlier.

The actual recording process has no effect on print-through. Recording at lower levels only reduces the print-through in proportion to the recording level, but this may mask the print-through below tape noise. However, the choice of tape thickness and the tape speed is significant as print-through may be derived from the following formula:

\[ \text{PRINT} = K \times (d \times n^2 \times t) \times e^{-\frac{2 \pi f}{a}} \]

Where \( K \) is a constant; \( t \) = coating thickness; \( d \) = layer to layer distance; \( f \) = recorded wavelength.

Examination of this formula shows a couple of useful factors under the tape user’s control as print is related to both the recorded wavelength and the base film thickness. The former is dependent upon tape speed with print-through decreasing as shown in Fig 12 with decreasing wavelength or in other words decreasing tape speed.

The second factor is that print-through decreases with increasing base film thickness. As standard and long play tapes have similar coating thicknesses it is a distinct advantage to use standard play tape as shown in Fig 13.

Nothing more can be done in the recording process to reduce print-through as whilst it was at one time thought that winding tension had an effect on long term print-through, this is not the case.

The influence of storage conditions is another matter as print-through is increased with increasing temperature or the presence of mild magnetic fields, both these matters being related to the small low coercivity particles which switch easily and in fact cause the printing effect.

Printing is roughly proportional to temperature, increasing about 6 dB for every 20 °C rise in temperature. Thus, cool storage conditions assist in this respect as well as others. External magnetic fields in excess of 5 Oe cause a significant increase in printing but such fields are well above the earth’s magnetic field and are unlikely to be
To clear any confusion or misunderstanding about the above Sony Digital recording products, please be advised:

1. The Sony PCMF1 is still in production in Japan, and is available from HHB. The Sony SLF1 video recorder has indeed ceased production, but HHB has managed to secure limited numbers of these desirable machines.

2. It should also be borne in mind that an alternative system exists for applications where portability is not essential. This system comprises the Sony PCM701ES processor - identical in function and compatibility to the PCMF1 - and SLC9 video recorder.

3. HHB are pleased to announce ex-stock availability of CLUE (Computer Logging Unit and Editor) which provides editing facilities for PCMF1 or PCM701ES/Betamax recording, as well as intelligent autolocation and logging. Call now for more information about this exciting new product.
encountered in normal storage environments. The printed signal increases exponentially with storage time with the rate of increase being insignificant after a few days, and print being quite apparent after less than an hour's storage. Observing the precautions mentioned will reduce print-through and its subjective effect. However, once printed there are factors which will reduce the printed signals.

One factor is rewinding the tape before playing, another good reason for storing the tape in a rewound condition. The printed signal is to apply a low level of high frequency erasure. Whilst this will slightly (if carefully adjusted) erase short wavelength wanted signals it will also provide a significant reduction in the printed signal.

Accidental erasure and signal loss
Once a recording has been made, subject to accidental or intentional erasure, it is a permanent feature of a tape and does not fade with time. There are a number of things that can affect the recorded signal in normal use of the tape.

Whilst playing a tape the recorded signal will be erased. If the tape transport is magnetised, then routine degaussing of tape transports is recommended if tape noise is not to be increased or high frequencies attenuated as the various components are affected. In the case of multi-track recordings dubbing on to an adjacent track can lead to high frequency loss on some machines. This leak from the erase head between adjacent tracks which may cause loss of high frequency level.

A further matter, which relates mainly to low tape speeds, is the magnetostatic field, which produces a mechanical effect of passing a tape over a very small radius guide can lead to short wavelength losses which depend upon the type of magnetic material used in the tape—some are more susceptible than others.

The above are relatively minor effects which will often remain undetected. What really frightens people is the possibility of complete loss of a recording. As will be seen this is in practice fairly unlikely—when did you last erase the magnetic stripe on your credit card?

There are two ways in which a tape can be completely lost (so far as the audible signal is concerned) erased. Either the recording must be erased by a magnetic field or the tape must be heated beyond the Curie point. The Curie point is the temperature at which a ferromagnetic material becomes paramagnetic with a resulting realignment of the magnetic particles.

For iron oxide tape the Curie point is about 455°C which is unlikely to be encountered except in case of fire but that of chromium dioxide is at around 130°C which could be encountered in other situations.

Most people's fears about accidental erasure relate to transporting tapes in cars, trains, aircraft, etc, with the additional possibility of erasure by electrical equipment, power cables and the like.

The printed signal increases exponentially with storage time with the rate of increase being insignificant after a few days, and print being quite apparent after less than an hour's storage. Observing the precautions mentioned will reduce print-through and its subjective effect. However, once printed there are factors which will reduce the printed signals.

One factor is rewinding the tape before playing, another good reason for storing the tape in a rewound condition. The printed signal is to apply a low level of high frequency erasure. Whilst this will slightly (if carefully adjusted) erase short wavelength wanted signals it will also provide a significant reduction in the printed signal.

Accidental erasure and signal loss
Once a recording has been made, subject to accidental or intentional erasure, it is a permanent feature of a tape and does not fade with time. There are a number of things that can affect the recorded signal in normal use of the tape.

Whilst playing a tape the recorded signal will be erased. If the tape transport is magnetised, then routine degaussing of tape transports is recommended if tape noise is not to be increased or high frequencies attenuated as the various components are affected. In the case of multi-track recordings dubbing on to an adjacent track can lead to high frequency loss on some machines. This leak from the erase head between adjacent tracks which may cause loss of high frequency level.

A further matter, which relates mainly to low tape speeds, is the magnetostatic field, which produces a mechanical effect of passing a tape over a very small radius guide can lead to short wavelength losses which depend upon the type of magnetic material used in the tape—some are more susceptible than others.

The above are relatively minor effects which will often remain undetected. What really frightens people is the possibility of complete loss of a recording. As will be seen this is in practice fairly unlikely—when did you last erase the magnetic stripe on your credit card?

There are two ways in which a tape can be completely lost (so far as the audible signal is concerned) erased. Either the recording must be erased by a magnetic field or the tape must be heated beyond the Curie point. The Curie point is the temperature at which a ferromagnetic material becomes paramagnetic with a resulting realignment of the magnetic particles.

For iron oxide tape the Curie point is about 455°C which is unlikely to be encountered except in case of fire but that of chromium dioxide is at around 130°C which could be encountered in other situations.

Most people's fears about accidental erasure relate to transporting tapes in cars, trains, aircraft, etc, with the additional possibility of erasure by electrical equipment, power cables and the like.
IT TOOK JBL SCIENCE, A NITROGEN EXPLOSION, AND PURE TITANIUM TO GIVE YOU PERFECTED HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND.

High frequency sound has always fought with the technology that brings it to the ear. The driver diaphragm has been most vulnerable, pushed to the breaking point, unable to hold uniform frequency response.

JBL scientists decided to fight back. They exploded nitrogen into a remarkable metal, pure titanium, encircling their unique diaphragm with a vibration-absorbing "Diamond Surround" so revolutionary it warranted its own patent.

The result? A diaphragm that delivers and sustains a power and purity to high frequency response never before approached in the industry.

Perfecting titanium technology is just one of innumerable ways in which JBL science is re-shaping the quality of sound. From ultimate accuracy in laying down your initial tracks, to capturing the full power and subtlety of your final mix, JBL audio systems are focused on the most exacting demands of the recording studio professional. To find out which system is designed to meet your specific requirements, contact your authorized JBL professional products dealer today.

JBL Incorporated
8500 Balboa Boulevard
P.O. Box 2200,
Northridge, CA 91329 U.S.A.
TELEX: 6749931(WU) 472042411(TT)
JBL harman international JBL INCORPORATED 1984
Six am Kennedy Airport and I've just flown in from Los Angeles with barely four hours' sleep — and most of that just cat napping. First thing to do is find a telephone and give Richard a ring! "Hi! Welcome to New York — grab a cab and come on in!" There ought to be a law against people being bright and breezy that early in the morning. However, I follow his instructions and make my entrance to the Big Apple with what must be the most uncommunicative taxi driver ever.

Downtown New York and I'm climbing skywards in an elevator to the high rise apartment (50th floor) of Richard Factor, self-confessed chocolate junkie, computer freak and rock'n'roll fan. Mr Factor is also the founder and leading light of Eventide Clockworks (now known as Eventide Inc.). One of the true characters of the audio world, Richard Factor is responsible for many innovations in the recording industry as far as special effects are concerned and the trade name Harmonizer is to pitch changing devices what Hoover is to vacuum cleaners.

Although we were in his private flat, it seemed more like a laboratory with benches full of test equipment and prototype circuit boards plus a scattering of computers.

Breakfast consisting of a sort of black coffee and the previous night's cakes was organised and it was decided that I would sit on the floor (well, on the cushion) and Richard at his desk, and away we went.

"Of course, you've chosen the worst possible time to come as I have to be in the office at nine as I'm going away for a couple of days! Well, what do you want to talk about?" When I explained that press secretary Elihu Sternswallow had written saying that my scheduled visit would be fine "as Mr Factor never goes anywhere or does anything" and that my idea was to get an interview with Mr Factor himself, he came back with, "Well, we sent Sternswallow back to Mad for retirement and why interview me? I can't think of anyone wanting to read about me, that would be awfully dull." OK, this was not the first time I had met Richard so I did have some idea of what to expect. Mumbling something about who does interviews at 7:00 in the morning anyway, we began.

"Ten years ago people didn't realise how glamorous the signal processing business would be. In those days we all wanted to be engineers, now most people want to be manufacturers. The result of all this is that there is an overkill of products. Too many people are making units that essentially do the same thing, which is a bit of a silly situation. I'm not complaining, Eventide has always done well, but customers sometimes wonder where to turn their heads."

"The question I ask myself is, 'Is there a limit to what you can design in a time-based unit?' This is the challenge! (eyes flash with demonic gleam). "To be able to do a product that is better and more original than the rest — and one that is also not easily copiable. It's no good doing all the research and legwork if someone else is going to take what you have done and come out with his own version of it."

"There is always a better way of doing something, you just have to keep on persevering until you find it." I

Richard Factor, founder of Eventide Clockworks, agreed to talk to Terry Nelson in New York

I was this sort of attitude that led Richard Factor to be the first to use memory chips — or RAMs — instead of shift registers in the 1745 delay line in order to increase versatility. At the time of our talk he had just come across a chip with a RAM capacity of 256K and was very excited about it, to the extent of brandishing a prototype circuit board that already held a batch of them. "Now we can all throw away our disk drives!" Well, not quite, but the memory capacity will open up new avenues to be explored and we can be sure that Mr Factor will be walking— or running— down all of them. The immediate drawback is, of course, cost. However, once the chip starts to sell in large quantities it will become more commercially viable.

We went on to talk about Richard's beginnings in the audio industry and the events that led up to the founding of Eventide Clockworks:

"I actually got into the audio business by helping out in a studio called Sound Exchange, that was owned by my friend Steve Katz (of Blues Project/Blood, Sweat and Tears fame). This had the first Ampex MM1000 series multitrack and due to the small size of the control room, Steve wanted to have a remote control unit for the recorder rather than have a tape op. There really just was not the room if you didn't want to feel cramped up while working. Anyway, I got hold of an IC 74192 updown counter chip and made a remote control unit for the Ampex. This worked out amazingly well, to my surprise! Amazingly well enough for me to go to Ampex and sell them the design, which they then marketed successfully.

"At this point I thought that maybe I could even make some money in the electronics side of the business and made a decision. Thus it was at this point that I stopped working for a living and went into business!"

This led to the formation of Eventide Clockworks, the Clockworks coming from the counter function of the remote control unit. And the Eventide? "Well, I did most of my work in the evening so why not Eventide?"

The end of last year saw the company changing the mainspring, as it were, with both a name change and new premises; the name becoming Eventide Inc and the new home being a 20,000 ft² factory space in New Jersey. (This also spell the end of Richard's flat — no more sunrises over Manhattan.) The new premises will give Eventide greater manufacturing facilities and more room to breathe, both from the point of view of making the product and developing it, as well as permitting a much more streamlined organisation. "Organized! Who wants to be organized?" Well, I suppose the old 285 West 54th Street place did have character but it did have

I can't think of anyone wanting to read about me, that would be awfully dull
YES, THE DEFINITIVE KEYBOARD HAS ARRIVED
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room for improvement. However, back to

"People should realise that Eventide have been around a long time and can really be counted as one of the pioneers of the audio world, with products such as the 1745A DDL, which was one of the first digital delay lines commercially available."

A confirmed computer freak, Richard Factor was already working with a personal computer in 1971—a Hewlett-Packard 9810—on projects such as reverberation simulation. However it was found that the computer needed more memory. Rather than change the computer, Eventide discovered they could make their own replacement memory boards better and cheaper than HP were offering at the time. By then the computer market was getting a gear and with the premise that 'if we need them, other people probably do as well', Eventide entered the computer market with replacement memory boards for Hewlett-Packard's 9810.

"A Thames in what you call business by coincidence."

Making memory boards still forms a substantial part of the company's business and other excursions into the computer market include software packages for the APX252 audio spectrum analyser for Apple II and Apple II+ computers. This package, Specsystem 2.0, permits the plotting of reverberation delay, RT60 in broadcast bands, AD spectral surfaces and real-time analysis with interactive keyboard control of measurement and display parameters. Display is in colour on the Apple HIRES screen and makes for a powerful audio tool for studios already owning an Apple II computer.

At around the same time as the introduction of the memory boards, a gentleman by the name of George Darby provided the introduction that would bring the Eventide DDL's on to the market. In 1972 the first 1745 for broadcast was delivered for the Maryland PBS (Public Broadcasting Service) as a custom project. The unit worked well and it was thought that if one broadcast station needed one, then others probably would too. This led to the commercialisation of the 1745A delay line, with 100 ms of delay as standard and a further 100 ms as an option. "At this time Lexicon were the only company in the competition with the Delta T delay line so the market was open and we took advantage of it."

The 1745A was introduced, the Instant Phaser was marketed and therein hangs a tale. The "OK, here's a story of a commercial mistake for you."

The '70s also saw the start of the bucket brigade circuits, all of which were fairly useless in one way or another. However, we finally found one that worked quite well and this led to the development of the Instant Flanger—flanging being one of the in-sounds at that time. (It's still quite popular now!) The Instant Phaser had been an immediate success and was still selling well. Aha, we thought, with the Instant Flanger we can better this so the idea was to discontinue the phaser and sell off the remaining stock. We would then take a two month pause and at the end of it, come out with the Instant Flanger, which would be an instant hit!

"To start with, things went pretty well and we felt we had made the right decision. Then we started getting calls from people who wanted Instant Phasers as well. One mistake we had made was in assuming that when people talked about phasing they really wanted flanging, but no! The two effects are, after all, produced differently—flanging being time-based—and also sound different. By the time a couple of years had passed we had quite an accumulation of calls for the phaser: including some pretty desperate ones of the sort, 'if you can't build me one I'm coming down to sort you guys out' type of thing—or where ludicrous sums of money were being offered if we would make the customer one. We realised, a bit too late, that we had made a classic with the Instant Phaser—the same way certain musical instruments had become so such as the Les Paul or Telecaster or B3—and that we should never have stopped making it. In order to rectify things we brought out the Phaser card for the Instant Flanger so that customers could have the best of both worlds. The new card was certainly an improvement on the original but we should never have stopped the phaser in the first place: I hate to think how many lost sales we must have had because of that!" Moral of story: never tamper with success.

Hardly surprising is the fact that Richard Factor is a keen science fiction fan. Once we had found that we had that interest in common, our discussion veered towards the great digital vs analogue debate.

"Well, the scientists say that it is not an analogue world, that space and time are quantised. However, as far as digital and analogue are concerned at the moment, I'm firm in the middle! Which is not the same as sitting on the fence. I think that for digital to be better—the sampling rates have to be increased. At the present time they are too low and I feel that it's really a bit too early in the day to have fixed standards as they are changing so quickly within a very short time. I realise that research work has to be paid for but it can also be a mistake to want to commercialise something that we don't know."

Try it out by all means, but on a limited basis. Personally, I would like to see something like a standard of 100 kHz sampling with 20 to 24 bits, then I think digital will really come into its own.

The Heathkit Phaser is not fully explored yet. Though we don't consciously hear the sampling with today's digital systems, the brain probably does and this may be why some people report a certain uneasiness when hearing digital, or that the sound appears brittle and edge, as well as being tiring after a moment. Good reproduction is a thing that we are still far from and sampling rates and we still have a way to go. Like I said, I'm firmly in the middle and watching developments. If you take everything to its logical conclusion you might even split the link of the audio chain into account as well.

What do you use for loudspeaker wire?

The UREI system is theoretically very good (conductor compensation circuitry used in the UREI 6900 power amplifier) but in conjunction with the UREI monitors which is claimed to eliminate ringing and other problems, plus providing high damping and good transient response. But, there's always something. What is it?

There are many people really listen and note the tiny imperfections—especially on the consumer side? Most people listen in far from ideal conditions and then most of the time while they are doing something else. The problem is listening seriously, then they are usually more concerned with the music than with catching every little detail.

"All this is not to say 'go bother' but just to bring a little perspective on the situation. So, digital? Yes, but it has to get better and time will tell."

The time was also getting on and a sunny day was actually drawing over New York—maybe we ought to talk about some of the Eventide products before going on to our separate ways. One of the things that came up almost immediately was the Harmonizer. The H910, which was the first of the breed, opened the door for a host of new effects (as well as being the perfect cover-up for 'less than perfect' performers), to be followed later by the H949. Reflecting Richard Factor's involvement with computers, the H949 has an IEEE 488 interface bus allowing one or several units to be controlled by a small computer or automated console.

There is a lot of (un)potential in a pitch changing device to go for a lot of sound effects as well as the more sane applications such as a straight delay line. One of the problems with pitch change effects that may not be evident straight away is that of preserving the
You have to talk to people, find out where they want to go and then help them get there

One aspect that sets the SP2016 apart from similar units is the lack of front panel controls in order to avoid confusion. Operation of the unit is much more akin to using a small computer than an effects device, with the computer taking the user through the control functions step by step. The IEEE-488 bus enables an external computer to access the internal capabilities of the unit in addition to the front panel user controls. In fact, if the user is also an experienced programmer, he could write his own software for the SP2016. The computer bus also enables Eventide to offer what they call 'the ultimate hand-held remote'.

Due to the programmable aspects of the SP2016, the applications are numerous. Not just being confined to the professional audio world, it is equally at home in electronic music, schools and colleges for both musical and educational purposes and other institutions. The unit is open for new and improved programs and this means that it can be constantly updated. An extensive self-test program is also incorporated into the SP2016 which will even point out the defective part for you!

As a closing comment, mention should be made of the fact that even though Richard Factor is an engineer and manufacturer, he is also a genuine rock and roll fan. In his bedroom there were about nine TV sets and video monitors grouped at the foot of the bed (all on at once showing a mixture of breakfast shows, cartoons, newscasts, etc) together with a large hi-fi installation, one wall housed his extensive record collection.

"OK, give me a name—a band, a musician and a date." Having done so, he immediately pulled out several records for me to listen to with the artists in question at around the date specified.

Apart from the humorous aspects of the situation, it also shows that Richard understands what his equipment (and other people's) is used for and what effects they are trying to create. He may not be able to go to as many concerts as he used to—and as he would like—but he still keeps a very active finger on the pulse, which no doubt is one of the reasons Eventide are still around and doing well.

"You have to talk to people, find out what it's all about and where they want to go—or think they want to go—and then help them get there!"

Well, Mr Factor, it was fun talking to you and yes, I did get to Boston on that striking Greyhound bus! However, I haven't forgotten your bribe for the interview and will give you your Swiss chocolate the next time I see you.
Recording industry comment by Richard Elen

The logic of fashion

Sound recording is an interesting—perhaps unique—blend of art and technology. Today’s recording engineer not only is a technical expert, with an operational knowledge of what is now very sophisticated tools of the trade. The modern recording console with automation is a massive, complex, and expensive piece of technology built in the service of art. How does the studio owner choose the right console for the job?

One would have thought that there was a pretty small set of criteria on which such a decision was based: first, there is the technical one of quality. We might number here a few areas of special interest: signal-to-noise ratio, equaliser design, crosstalk, reliability, ease of maintenance, and so on. It is probably true to say that the majority of consoles built these days by respectable and respected manufacturers will meet ‘state-of-the-art’ technical criteria and won’t be noisy or have huge phase-shifts at the bottom end, for example, and we would be surprised if they did.

There are two other areas which are distinct but related: console layout and control. The layout—the ergonomics—of a console is what makes the system easy to use successfully under the practical constraints of life: the placing of controls and indicators in the best positions so that they fall under the engineer’s hand or eye as naturally as possible, especially when there are 80 meters of cables, a console or an MD, and a producer next to you, all waiting for you to get the sounds together and to possible conditions. Along with the placing of controls and indicators the ergonomics of the control system, the logic which controls how solo buttons work, how VCA grouping is performed, what happens to the main outputs when you do this, and so on. It needs to be sensible and as obvious as possible, in conjunction with the layout of the control surface, so that not only do the buttons fall under your hands at the right moments, but also that they do what you expect (or at least what the label says they do). Of course, modern consoles do differ. Thank goodness, so you can’t expect everything to do the same thing and be in the same place on every console you come across in a studio. But you can expect it to make sense pretty fast.

The final area of ergonomics is what I call ‘software ergonomics’, in other words, how well (or badly) the complex computer-controlled systems in a modern automation system or console relate to what you want to do with them. Does the system give you useful messages to tell you what is going on, or flash useful lights at you at the right times? A particularly good example here is the Sony DAE-1100 digital editing system, which actually tells you, by flashing LEDs, what button you’ll probably want to press next. Above all, how does the software design affect your way of working? If you are using an automated mixing system, it may either simply automate what you do, or you do a mix, remembering what you have done and allowing you to keep some or all of it, or it may offer new operational possibilities which were manually impractical before, thus adding to your creative repertoire. In a worst case, it may force you to work in a different way altogether, perhaps better or worse in terms of the final result than what you had been doing but simply different—and confusingly so.

Then there is perhaps the most important aspect of a console to consider: the sound. Exactly what that is may be hard to quantify. It may be a matter of letting your engineers loose on a number of systems which qualify for consideration in other ways and seeing how they get on. Or talking to other people you know who have a such-and-such and see what they like and dislike about it on sessions (and while you’re at it, talk to the maintenance department and see how it behaves in the console and ascertain any technical foibles it may have).

From these criteria it should be possible to select, within your price range, a console or system which meets your technical standards and your creative requirements. Shouldn’t it?

There are many freelance producers around these days, and on every project they undertake they have to make a decision as to where to do it. Which studio will suit the artist (and the producer’s style?) best? Choosing a studio is by no means an easy task because here the equipment in the control room is only one of the factors to be considered. Other considerations will of course include the sound of the room, the monitoring, how nice the people are to you, how efficient they are, how good the maintenance is, and how the place ‘feels’ to work in. Sometimes, of course, a producer will have a relationship with a studio, where some or all of the above criteria are satisfied on the basis of past experience. But however the matter is decided, it’s going to involve a lot of different factors, won’t it? Well, it seems the answer is today a decided ‘maybe’.

At the top end of the studio market there are only a limited number of basic pieces of equipment which will fit the bill in terms of ‘technical specification’, ‘state-of-the-artness’ and overall quality. On the tape machines side, the decision will involve a small number of digital machines and a small number of analogous. In any case the possibilities may be counted on the fingers of little more than one hand.

In the console market the choice is even more limited. There are about three. If you are electing to go digital and you have the money, the Neve DSP may appeal. At the other end of the analogue field it’s going to be a Neve 8128 or an SSL 9000 series unless I’m very much mistaken. On the face of it the decision is quite difficult. Both consoles offer a high level of service and technical excellence, a good automation system, and all the other things discussed earlier.

We might feel that Neve have given themselves a slight problem of image, in that they have effectively eclipsed their top-end analogue consoles with the DSP. It wouldn’t have mattered much, were it not for the fact that the DSP is very expensive and that it didn’t work first time. The DSP is brand-new technology from the ground up, and as such it would be silly to think that there wouldn’t be teething troubles with the design for a time. When you design a new analogue console, you may decide to put different switches or knobs on it in different places, give it different facilities, even give it a completely new control logic—but at least you know basically how an analogue signal path is going to behave and what to do if it doesn’t. With digital signal processing there is no such safety net so it is hardly surprising that it didn’t work completely from the word go.

This has probably done Neve a certain amount of damage, despite the fact that it now works fine. But it does mean that it is more difficult today to focus people’s attention on the 8128 when there is this digital lump sitting there that someone in the market for an SSL or 8128 can’t afford.

So people are going out and buying SSLs. This is of course excellent news for the people out near Oxford, and they probably believe that the massive interest in their consoles is a result of the fact that they are actually marvellous pieces of equipment which produce an excellent sound, and in which all the criteria I mentioned have been handled with exemplary thought and precision. All this is indeed true, but I think there is another reason why SSL consoles are doing so well in the UK (and soon will be in the USA I’m sure) which does not bode so well, either for SSL or for the industry at large, and it would be as well to think about it.

Certainly, the first buyers of SL9000 consoles bought them because they were excellent systems, as we have already discussed at length. Now, I fear, they buy them because they are fashionable. A studio is virtually forced to buy an SSL if it has any excuse in the world, because the Top Producers and others in the industry simply won’t come and work at your place unless you’ve got one. Sure the acoustic, the laptops, the quality of the coffee, the atmosphere, the engineers, the car parking, you’ve got to have an SSL to be seriously considered.

This attitude is plainly stupid and liable to cause a whole load of trouble.
Rock 'n' rollaround

Engineer John Accock is to be congratulated, for his excellent work on the new Steve Hackett album, *Till We Have Faces* (Lamborghini Records LMG4000). The first commercial Ambisonically-mixed release, it is available on CD as well as old-fashioned vinyl. The CDs are some of the first produced by the new Nimbus Records factory in Wales and he has managed to get me at the post as my Ambisonically-mixed CD-only release, *Surprise Surprise* is following on a couple of weeks behind. Although the Steve Hackett album contains some exciting surround effects (which, due to the inherent compatibility of the system are not lost on the stereo listener) the technology never intrudes on the music. This is of course as it should be, and we may be lucky in seeing Ambisonics take off without loads of meaningless surround ping pong recordings. The actual album sleeve hardly mentions Ambisonics, and it certainly doesn’t note the fact that one track, previously released as a single, is not Ambisonically encoded, as it was mixed prior to the album sessions. It will be interesting to see who notices the difference.

---

**INSIGHTS**

We can consider ourselves lucky that the ‘music biz’ end of the industry has chosen such an intrinsically good product as the object of its fashion-consciousness. As it happens, it had little choice in the matter from the products available, but the fact remains that it made that decision for the wrong reasons. And a decision based on fashion could change in a moment. It might change to something truly awful overnight. If someone important has a massive hit with a Grumble 60, we may well find ourselves in a position where we all have to change over to Grumble 60s and throw out the SL4000s. This could be expensive, and we might not be so lucky next time: the Grumble 60 may be a load of expensive rubbish. Someone out there owns one of those things now, and it is lurking in the dark of a nearly-forgotten studio, waiting for some producer or other to be unable to get into his favourite SSL studio and to have it recommended by a friend.

Indeed, the ‘everyone has got one’ syndrome is likely to cause trouble for SSL in itself. I have already been asked to advise more than one studio on what it should get as its new console, and on recommending the obvious, have heard the remark, ‘Yes, but everyone’s got one... what else is there?’ The fact is that at the moment there isn’t much else to choose from up that end of the market. This situation surely cannot last for long. There must be several manufacturers lurking in the background thinking how they could get into a market which is so unnaturally dominated by one product. Calrec, for example, have a very tasty console on the cards, so to speak, which looks as if it might qualify. A major studio (significantly, not in the UK) has already decided to try the idea.

Calrec will need to make some good PR out of everything to do with the design to become a strong contender: they have an excellent record in the broadcast field and in microphone production, but to many studios they are an unknown quantity. Indeed, PR people are going to have a field-day. The only way to get these consoles into the marketplace will be to make them fashionable, however good they actually sound, or however easy they are to use. I don’t regard that as particularly healthy.

With a number of other manufacturers working in this area there will eventually be less of an excuse for fashion in coming months, because all these products will be good! This, surely, is just as well. If you buy something like an expensive console because it is fashionable you are asking for trouble. If you have any long-term business acumen, you should buy because it sounds right and works right. Good sounds never go out of fashion (or at least nearly never, but that’s another story...).
A n important consideration concerns the question of control-display relationships. The relationship between a control movement and its effect which is expected by the majority of the population is known as a 'population stereotype' and control-display relationships which conform to a stereotype are said to be 'compatible'.

In general, up, clockwise, forward or to the right implies increase of a variable or suggests that movements of a machine will be in these directions. Consequently it is recommended that mixing console components be arranged so that the backward-downward displacement of a fader attenuates the sound. This should be indicated by a corresponding control arrangement and the movement of its associated PPM or VU meter. Conversely, the forward-up displacement of a fader should result in a gain in sound and forward-up movement of its associated display. This recommendation is predicated on the assertion that: "it follows that when an operator moves a control he expects the corresponding member and the display which represents it to move in the same direction as the control".

Unfortunately a sizeable number of sound mixing consoles are characterised by control-display relationships that depart from this configuration. The majority of sound reinforcement and recording consoles, whilst retaining the recommended control arrangements, employ meters which display 'gain' by means of a right hand/counterclockwise pointer deflection. Conversely, 'attenuation' is indicated by a left hand/counterclockwise pointer deflection. Richter and Jones report that where consoles are used for broadcasting purposes, the controlling actions of the faders are reversed, i.e. the 'open' positions are near the operator in order to reduce the risk of opening a channel by inadvertently knocking its fader.

Clearly these variations will undermine performance. As Loveless cautioned: "reversing a habit is not like reversing an electrical connection. The old habit is not so much replaced by the new as overlaid by it. During training, the old response is weakened sufficiently to allow the new response to appear, and the latter is then strengthened by further practice, but the old habit has been suppressed rather than eliminated...". Even with extensive practice, it may be difficult to ensure that the new response has more than a precarious margin of dominance... The suppressed habit may be revived in strength by experience outside the working situation. A similar effect may be produced when display control relationships within the working situation are inconsistent. In view of this there is clearly a need to adopt standardised control-display relationships throughout the entire industry. In cases where the prevention of accidental operation of the control is a critical consideration, this could be accomplished by incorporating some form of safety button into the fader knob, thus obviating the need to reverse the controlling action of the faders.

Work space

Ergonomists have devoted considerable attention to the problem of the arrangement of console components. Out of this research has come a body of principles which, if applied to the design of a task, will reduce operator workload—thus facilitating performance: (1) the sequence principle—if the operation always follows a fixed sequence, the controls and displays should be laid out in that order; (2) the functional principle—if, as is commonly the case, the instruments do not have a fixed operating sequence, they should be grouped according to their function; (3) the importance principle—this principle deals with operational importance, that is, the degree to which the performance of the activity with the component is vital to the achievement of the objectives of the system or some other consideration. The more important controls should be located in the most convenient positions; (4) the frequency of use principle—as its name implies, this principle refers to the frequency with which some component is used, for example having the sub-group fader controls immediately in front of the sound engineer because of the frequency with which they are used.

In so far as it is possible, controls and displays should be located so as not to exceed the reach and visual capabilities of their operators. Perhaps one of the most fundamental considerations at the outset concerns the height of the mixing console relative to the operator. Where mixing consoles are used for sound reinforcement purposes, the console is often placed on a table with arbitrary specifications. The engineer sits on whatever chair happens to be available, rather than a seat purpose-built for the task. A corollary of this is that the engineer may have to occupy a position outside his comfortable operating range, thus giving rise to problems of muscular fatigue and cramp, especially in the neck, arms and legs. Moreover, the console may be so high as to render the controls and their associated markings above the operator’s sight line. In view of this it is strongly recommended that adjustable tables and seats be employed. These should be so adjusted that the optimum work height can be maintained, this being approximately 25 cm below the elbow. Ideally the table’s surface should be of minimal thickness.

Das and Grady have argued convincingly that a sit-stand workplace layout is generally more desirable than only a sit workplace because such a layout permits the operator to shift his or her posture at will and thus reduce the muscular fatigue which results from prolonged effort in one position. They suggest that in designing industrial workplace layouts for the sit-stand operator, the following design recommendations should be observed: (1) provide a raised seat, since the operator alternates between sitting and standing positions; (2) make sure that the seat is easily moveable into and out of position; and (3) provide a foot rest for the seated position to minimise muscle soreness and fatigue.

The working area in the horizontal plane for a sit-stand male or female operator is shown in Fig 2a, whilst Fig 2b shows the working area in the vertical plane. Table 1 summarises the design dimensions for workplace layouts for sit-stand operators. The normal and maximum horizontal and vertical
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clearance dimensions for sit-stand operators are summarised in Table 2. Data is given for the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles.

The term percentile refers to the percentage of a given population whose measurement for a given characteristic (eg height) is at or below a given value. Thus, for example, if the maximum vertical reach for a population of Pygmies were equal to 120 cm (4 ft) at the 95th percentile, this would mean that 95% of the Pygmy population could not reach beyond this height. As Bernotat has cautioned, in most cases a design for the average, that means for the 50th percentile, is a bad design. Rather, whenever possible, designers should use data pertaining to the 5th and 95th, or preferably the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles, since these will incorporate 95% and 95% of the population, respectively. Tables and chairs for use by sound engineers, should be designed in such a way that their height can be adjusted within the 5th to 95th percentile range. Controls should be located for the 5th percentile so that they can be comfortably operated by all but the very smallest of the user population.

The use of control modules in order to facilitate the production process, has often meant that a console must, except for a meter penthouse, comprise a planar, rectangular surface set at a suitable angle. However as Swettenham observes, as the length and number of modules steadily increases this becomes less and less satisfactory for sight lines and control arm reach: “if one sits upright with the hand resting on a fader, and then extends the arm forward and upward to shoulder height, leaving the body only slightly forward, the hand describes a curve which is part of an ellipse. The practical approximation to this in flat panels is to have two or three increasing vertical angles rising away from the operator.”

It is important that control panels slope up from the horizontal, to the extent that all controls and displays and their associated labels and markings, are clearly visible to the seated operator. Generally speaking, the greater the angle of the control panel, the more visible will be the panel markings and hence control settings, thus facilitating performance. A number of consoles have been designed with control panels that have an upward slope. This has rendered some knobs and their respective labels and markings below the engineers’ sight line, thus giving rise to problems in identifying the controls and reading errors paralleling recent systems. Some designers have attempted to circumvent these problems by placing labels and markings underneath their respective controls. Albeit unwittingly, this has led to problems of control-effect incompatibility arising from the illusion that the controlling action of the console knobs has been reversed.28 Knobs are expected to rotate and to increase the variable they control when this rotation is clockwise.29 Presumably errors occur when the engineer is expected to operate controls with inverted labels, by virtue of false perceptual cues furnished by this configuration.

Swettenham correctly advocates the use of angled side panels for large studio consoles in order to enable more controls to be located within convenient access. In cases where the operator is confronted by a three-sided, low control and display array, but is able to maintain visual surveillance beyond the console by having unrestricted vision and with this, there is empirical data that suggests the provision of at least 65°, as would be compatible with other requirements. It, however, pairs of operators are to use the console, it appears that difficulties arise with angles greater than 65°. These are especially serious if both operators must see all control manipulations and displays on all parts of the console. On the assumption that the paired operator and the single operator are assigned equal importance, the provision of an angle of 50 to 55° appears to be the best resolution, taking all the conditions of use into consideration.30

Whilst the use of ‘wrap around’ shapes is recommended as a feasible solution to the problem of increasing the operator’s optimum workspace, as it relates to recording and broadcasting studio consoles, it is not to be recommended for on location sound reinforcement consoles. Here portability is a paramount consideration. A partial solution would be to ensure that the most frequently used controls are located in the centre of the console (ie the frequency of use principle). Poespescu has suggested that larger consoles should have their group faders and central operating units placed such that there is an equal number of input channels on each side, as shown in Fig 3. Poespescu believes that without a doubt, this configuration will prove to be more effective than the conventional arrangement of placing the group faders and central operating units on the right hand side of the bank of input channels, which results in there being over 2 m.
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between channel 1 and one of the console's most widely used areas, the group faders. However this solution has yet to be validated empirically.

**Illumination of the task**

The majority of sound mixing consoles are supplied without any form of panel lighting. Often the engineer relies solely on light emitted from PPM or VU displays (ie in cases where meters are used). However, some form of desk top lamp must be employed. Ordinarily this is placed in an arbitrary manner across the far end of the console. On one occasion the author witnessed an engineer using a small fluorescent tube with a coloured transparency in order to reduce discomfort glare.

The ergonomics of lighting is a vast and complicated subject in its own right. Yet, as this article demonstrates, a sound knowledge of the factors pertinent to mixing console illumination is far beyond the scope of this article. The following recommendations are made by Diffrient.32

The minimum recommended level of illumination for reading instruments on control panels and consoles is 30 to 50 FC (320 to 540 Lux). Control markings should fall within the range between 20 and 10%. Glare must be kept to a minimum. Small lights can glare in a dark environment, so provide a dimmer control. Direct glare can be corrected by the following: (1) raising light sources above the upper visual limit, (2) using indirect lighting, (3) using light sources of a large area but of low intensity; (4) using shields to block direct sources of light.

Specular glare can be corrected by the following: (1) using diffuse lighting; (2) avoiding glossy and polished surfaces (use matt finish); (3) locating the light so that the viewer's eye does not equal the angle of incidence.

**Conclusion**

We began this article with the assertion that unless due consideration is given to human factors in the design stage of mixing console development, the sound engineer and the equipment he operates will perform at a sub-optimal level. The sound engineer performs his job with great skill. However, all too often that skill is undermined by poor illumination, cluttered control panels, inadequate seating arrangements, and information overload. No amount of training can compensate for badly designed equipment.

There are many human factors problems which arise in designing a sound mixing console, and it is at this stage of the design process that the ergonomics of assignability and mixing console design are crucial. As this article has shown, solutions are available. The recommendations outlined are the result of many years of research both in the laboratory and in the field, albeit in other contexts. Ideally these findings should be replicated in the context of sound engineering before they are fully implemented. However, even in the absence of such research, these recommendations are preferable to the current practice of designing on the basis of experience and operator opinion.

While this article would not have the designer some insight into human factors problems, it by no means equips him with the knowledge and skills necessary to mitigate them. If this were so then consoles would not continue to be developed with control knobs so small and so close together that engineers cannot get their fingers between them, let alone turn them accurately. Consoles would not have their input channels labelled with ascending order of magnitude. Colour coding, if employed, would be consistent from console to console. The operator would be able to read all the control panel markings whilst remaining seated. Furthermore, he would be able to reach and operate all his controls effectively without having to continually lean forward. Consoles would be supplied with adequate lighting.

Opinions and experience are valuable insomuch as they lead to the formulation of testable hypotheses. Opinions vary not only from one individual to another but within the same individual over a period of time to another. In other words, opinions in themselves constitute a very unreliable source of data. For this reason they must be subjected to the rigours of empirical research. Only if such research fails to disconfirm an opinion can that opinion be said to be truly 'valid'. In the words of Popper33 the role of the scientist is to test hypotheses by attempting to falsify them, that is, to prove them wrong, or 'refute' a given theory. "Confirming evidence should not count except when it is the result of a genuine test of the theory, and this means that it can be presented as a serious but unsuccessful attempt to falsify the theory'.

Only when a theory has been subject to research in the manner outlined above can we say that it has gained a status of a fact, and one experimental fact is worth a dozen opinions.

Finally we turn to the question of further research. A number of human factors potentially critical to mixing performances have been identified. Yet, as we have seen, many of the parameters isolated have been well researched by ergonomists, albeit in other contexts. As we noted earlier, further research is necessary in order to validate these findings in terms of their application to the design of sound mixing consoles.

There are, however, other factors that have not yet been subject to any form of empirical investigation. No research has been conducted into the ergonomics of assignability and mixing console design. Typically, at least, the concept is appealing because it represents a serious attempt by designers to reduce the amount of information processing required of the engineer. This is to be welcomed from the human factors point of view.

Generally speaking, an engineer is limited in terms of the number of mental (ie processing) and physical (ie controlling) operations he can carry out at a given moment (remember the human skill model outlined in Fig 1). Once an operator is confronted with too much data (ie information overload) he begins to selectively filter out the most pertinent for further processing at the expense of knowledge of other aspects of his task and the environment. Perhaps this is best illustrated with reference to the task of driving a car. When the driver is faced with relatively little traffic, he has little to do other than ensure that his car is steering the car in the right direction. His responses are more or less automatic. This leaves him free to engage in other activities simultaneously. For example, he may talk to his passenger, admire the scenery or think about what he will eat for lunch upon arriving at his destination.

No, suppose the same driver is suddenly confronted with a build up of traffic. He will almost certainly cease conversing, sightseeing or thinking about food and (hopefully!) allocate the whole of his attention to the most important aspect of his task, namely, negotiating his vehicle safely through the traffic.

When the driver is not confronted by a build up of traffic and is able to engage in other (ie secondary) mental activities, we say that he has "spare mental capacity". Conversely, when the volume of traffic is so great as to demand the whole of his mental resources, he is in a state of "mental overload".

Similarly there is an upper limit to the amount of information a sound engineer can handle, especially under stressful conditions. If the number of channels on a mixing console is increased, the auxiliary equipment he must operate, exceeds the engineer's attentional capacity, this will result in a decrement in performance. If, for example, the illumination of operation, will result in inattention to certain aspects of the task. Just as our car driver ignores his passenger and the scenery and thinks less about food as the density of traffic increases, so the sound engineer must attend selectively to certain elements of his task at the expense of others, when confronted with an excess of equipment to monitor and control. If the overload is greater the overload, the greater will be the performance decrement and vice versa.

There is another very good reason why assignability may prove to be superior to conventional arrangements in the long run, in addition to solving problems of information overload. Many of the ergonomic recommendations outlined in this article would be unworkable if applied to the design of a 30- or 40-channel console, due to the sheer volume of space it would occupy. This would result in serious problems between control dimensions and workspace arrangements. With assignability, mixing, on the other hand, much smaller consoles are possible. Yet these consoles are capable of retaining operational features similar to their somewhat larger conventional counterparts. Thus assignability, a feature, seems to be the way forward.

However, one final word of caution is in order. The advantages of assignability outlined here, will only be realised if due regard is paid to the cognitive (ie information processing) characteristics of the human operator, and this will necessitate ergonomics research of a very different order.

---

Please see Fact One in the November issue for references.
The SM83 has been specifically designed to provide superior quality sound reproduction in professional broadcasting, film, and related sound reinforcement applications. It features a wide range frequency response, specially tailored to provide more natural sound. This response is achieved by an electronically created clip at 730 Hz to overcome the chest resonance phenomenon, and by an acoustically generated high-frequency boost above 3 kHz resulting in a cleaner, more pleasing sound than other lavaliere mics. In addition, a 10 dB per octave rolloff below 100 Hz helps reduce room noise and other undesirable low-frequency signals. The Shure developed amplifier supplied with the SM83 is compact, lightweight and can easily clip onto a belt or fit into a pocket. It is powered by a standard, readily available nine-volt battery or by simplex power from an external source or virtually any microphone power supply providing 5 to 92 Vdc simplex voltage. And, the amplifier has extensive RF and hum shielding to reduce the effects of electromagnetic and electrostatic interference. The microphone and cable are easily detached from the amplifier for easy storage. To minimize cable visibility, the SM83's cord exits from the side and can be easily hidden behind a tie, blouse or shirt. This unique design feature combined with the microphone's innovative mounting hardware, small size and non-reflective black finish provide for an inconspicuous on-camera appearance. The SM83 is supplied with a versatile system of hardware that permits a wide variety of unobtrusive mounting techniques. Three mounting means are provided: a single-mount tie bar, a dual-mount tie bar (for mounting two microphones simultaneously); and two multi-purpose mounting blocks which may be connected to a lanyard, or sewn, pinned or taped onto clothing. Also supplied is an acoustic windscreen for outdoor use. The SM83 is extremely rugged and offers outstanding reliability. In addition, it is field-serviceable. The cartridge assembly is accessible by simply unscrewing the microphone cap. Cable replacement requires only a screwdriver, no soldering is necessary.

The Stage System 200 is the finest compact portable sound system available. At ShuttleSound we believe it is one of the best investments you can make in audio equipment. The Electro-Voice Stage System 200 takes small, portable, high power, state-of-the-art speaker design a bold new step forward.

High Sensitivity & Superb Power Handling Ability

It is a speaker of high sensitivity that can handle 300 watts constant filtered random noise (a far more rigorous test than R.M.S. wattage) and peaks of up to 1,200 watts. These short duration peaks are all in music and this feature is therefore vital.

HEARING IS BELIEVING

Solution of the Active Equaliser Story

The Stage System 200 has a unique feature allowing it to be used either with or without an external equaliser. The optional equaliser is a small box of electronics permitting the system to be used at a higher output level with a larger bandwidth giving more bass response, extending −3dB to 50 Hz.

A Devastating Foldback Speaker

By using the S200 System without external equaliser and placing the switch on the back of the S200 enclosure to "with Eq" you will discover it to be an excellent vocal/instrument monitor of prodigious output ability.

Many Electro-Voice Professional Dealers can arrange hands-on trials at no cost to you. For further information please contact your E-V dealer or write to SHUTTLESOUND LTD. Unit 15 Osiers Estate, Osiers Road, London SW18 1EJ. Telephone: 01-871 0966 Telex: 27670 Shutso G

The New Shure SM83. For an Immaculate Personal Appearance.

SHURE

HW International 3-5 Eden Grove London N7 8EQ Tel 01-607 2717

SHUTTLE SOUND
Syncronicity

SOUND TO PICTURES

AM CM50 and ICON Auto-locators can now be combined to synchronise multitrack machines or video and multitrack machines.

AM Syncroniser uses the AM time code to synchronise the two machines and can also read SMPTE time code from the master. Where many audio tracks are required more than one slave machine can be used.

APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS CM50 and ICON Auto-locators are distributed in the United Kingdom by

Don Larking
audio sales

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066

---

WALKER SINGLETON
AUCTION CENTRE

Instructed by A. J. Armitage Esq. FCCA,
Liquidator of LOOK RECORDS LTD.

FOR SALE BY TENDER
in individual lots

FULLY EQUIPPED SOUND RECORDING STUDIO

LYREC - 16 Channel TR52 Tape. 2 Ampex AG440B Stereo Tapes with 4" Headblock, Editing Blocks etc; DOLBY M16. 2 - DOLBY 4361 units;
DOLBY A361 unit; GOHIO Digital Delay and Harmoniser. 2 Kepex Gates: Stereo New Comp/Limiters, PYE Comp/Limiters. Loop Echo. Pye Graphic Equalisers. Amcron &
Quad Amps. 2 Tannoy BUCKINGHAM. 4 Tannoy LANCASTER Speakers;
SONY X 8 Cassette Duplicator; 3 Tapes. AIWA 3 Head Cassette machine;
BEYER DT100 Cans. Mikes by AKG, CALREC, SENNHEISER, SONY, 3TC,
Tri-A Dual Beam Scope. Audio Oscillator, MILLI Voltmeter 2" and 1/4";
Test Tapes. 2" Splicing Block. Bulk Eraser;
Music and Mike Stands. Studio Seating. Patch Panels, Leads, Connectors
etc. Cyclorama. Office Furniture. Tape Masters etc.

VIEWING:
At SEPTEMBER SOUND STUDIOS, 35 Knowle Road, Golcar, Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire on:
Monday and Tuesday - 9th & 10th NOVEMBER between 10.00am and
4.00pm
TENDERS CLOSE:
12 NOON - Friday 23rd NOVEMBER
Catalogue and Tender Documents free at view:
30s by post
Enquiries to:

18/20 RAWSON STREET, HALIFAX, WEST YORKSHIRE HX1 1NH.
Telephone Halifax (0422) 64311.

---

FFD Cables

FFD GTP

* Foil screen and jacket removed in one action.
* Nominal overall diameter 3.5 mm.
* Capacitance per metre 110 pF (between conductors).
* Very competitively priced.

Quantity prices by quotation.
Please call sales office.

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS
P.O. Box 3DG, 114 Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.
Telephone: 01-434 3344 & 01-437 1892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

---

Studio Sound, December 1984
The Studer A810

with its superb time code system
you'd have to go a long way to beat it-
but not far to hire it!

And if you need Q-Lock, a Sony Digital PCM System,
Teac, Revox, Dolby, Otari, Soundcraft, U-matic,
a monitor or any post-production equipment we can
probably help you... and we give good discounts on
long term rentals too!

Hire Technology.

Multitrack Hire Ltd 66 Rochester Place London NW1 01-267 9395

ANNOUNCING

RCF

RCF LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS
AVAILABLE FROM THEATRE PROJECTS SALES
EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTORS.
BROCHURE AVAILABLE.

Theatre Projects Sales
15-16 Mercer Street, London WC2H 9QE Tel: 01-240 5411 Telex: 27522
AVAILABLE NOW – the new official guide to APRS members.

Published by STUDIO SOUND, the number one sound recording magazine in the world, in partnership with the Association of Professional Recording Studios. This completely new guide is an essential reference source for professionals in sound recording throughout the world.

* Full facility listings to member studios UK and overseas.
* Main cross referenced sections to which studio has what, by consoles, primary monitoring and tape machines.
* Location maps divided into individual geographic areas where each studio is pinpointed by a reference number.
* Comprehensive cross reference sections.
* Master studio address file.
* Manufacturers/Agents section to what they manufacture and or are agents for.
* Courses and facilities offered by UK and overseas educational members.
* Handy A5 size: 8½" x 5¾".

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
ANNOUNCING THE NEW
X-SERIES
HIGH PERFORMANCE POWER AMPLIFIERS

SIMPLY
THE BEST...

We are proud to introduce the superb new 'second generation'
MOS-FET professional power amplifiers – the X-Series. Innovated by
Mike Harrison and his Research and Development team who produced
the World's first commercial MOS-FET power amplifiers back in 1978,
HIT are now moving well ahead with the X-Series – superior in every
way, smaller size, lighter weight, improved performance, more features, a
wider choice of models, even greater reliability and better looking.

But buying an X-Series is more than good looks, it's about hard
competitive facts. We think when you have checked the X-Series features
and seen the very competitive prices then you will agree – the X-Series are
simply the best price/performance package in the market. Specifically
designed for broadcast, recording, P.A., disco and industrial applications.

UK Distributors –
• Feldon Audio Ltd.,
  126 Great Portland Street,
  London W1N 5RA
• Elliot Brothers,
  9 Warren Street,
  London W1
  01-380 0511
• Audio Services,
  Studio House,
  High Lane Village,
  Near Stockport, Cheshire SK6 8AA.
  06632 4244
• ESE Audio Ltd.,
  7 Matilda Close,
  Gillingham Business Park,
  Gillingham, Kent ME8 0FY
  0634 375421

Export Distributors –
• Expopus Ltd.,
  95 Gray's Inn Road,
  London WC1X 8TX
  01-805 9665

From
HIT

Harrison Information Technology

Unit 3, Button End, Harston Cambridge CB2 5NX Telephone 0223 871711
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THE INFAMOUS AND ENTERTAINING
D.E.A.F. AWARDS DINNER/DANCE
LONDON HYDE PARK HILTON DECEMBER 21ST 1984

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

This year's Distinguished Audio Engineering Federation (D.E.A.F.) will include a number of new happenings, raffles, prizes, fun, and of course the highly acclaimed nominations and awards ceremony where personalities covering the many areas of the professional recording industry are honoured for something entertaining, interesting but in the main dubious!!

During these festivities as in previous years a large sum of money is raised for a very worthwhile charity which helps children with hearing problems.

Applications for tickets should be sent on this form to Ken Townsend, D.E.A.F. Abbey Road Studios, 3 Abbey Road, London, NW8 9AY. Telephone 01-286 1161.

Please make cheques payable to D.E.A.F.

1. We would like to support the cause by

Donation .......................................................... Raffle Prize ....................................................

Tickets at £25 each .............................................. Table 10/12 people ..................................

Name ........................................................................

Company ...................................................................

Address ....................................................................

Tel...........................................................................

Signature ................................................................
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

---

**SERVICES**

**A REAL-TIME AUDIO** and Data Duplication service. Plus blank cassettes and blank or printed labels. Simon Stalbic, 46 West End, Launton, Oxon OX6 6DG. 0699-252311. (F)

**QUALITY HIGH-SPEED** and real-time audio and video cassette copying and processing. Any quantity. While you wait, 24-hour, 7-days-a-week service. Central London W2. GWBV Audiosound. Tel: 01-723 1583/5190.

**THE COMPLETE SERVICE.** Disc cutting (masters and dents), pressing, sleeves, cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO, 13a Hamilton Way, London NJ. Tel: 01-346 0033 (F)

**VIF INTERNATIONAL** will remanufacture your AMPEX or SCULLY (Ashland/Bodine) direct drive capstan motor for US $200. Average turn around time 2-3 weeks. For details write to PO Box 1555, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA. (B/E)

**WHY PAY LONDON RATES?** Professional Disc Mastering operation offering top quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian East. "Suncliffe." A3 Fandridge Hill, Farnborough, Kent. SPECTRUM SOUND 0303 38762

**MAGNETIC TAPE/FILM HEADS**

* We manufacture to order: 1/4", 1/2", 1" and 2" tape heads and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices. Please specify machine type for an early quotation.

* We also offer a prompt REPLACING service at standard prices.

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD. Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA40YL Tel: 01894 1567

**NO RED TAPE AT AZIMUTH...**

7/8" COPY MASTER 30p/m £5.00
12 TRACK MAKE UP 45p/min £9.50
10 REAL TIME CASSETTE COPIES £1.11 each. All prices exclusive of VAT.

* 1" CASSETTE MASTERS: £1.50/30pp COPIES + FULL PRODUCTION SERVICE

* STUDER & LYREX TAPE MACHINES: DDA/ DSB + SONY 701/111 DIGITAL SYSTEM FOR YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE CALL MIKE OR JOHN ON 01-609 8801 AZIMUTH PRODUCTIONS LTD.

23A BEWELL ROAD. LONDON NW7 8BW

**MUSI**

**LAB**

**SERVICE**

Officially appointed

**REVOX TEAC/TASCAM**

Service Agents

A fast, efficient repair service with collection and delivery available.

Contact Nikki Antoniou on 01-388 5392

72 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

---

**CASSETTE DUPLICATING:**

GAUSS Loop-Bin / TELEX In-Cassette High Quality Blanks / Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING

(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)

**SPEECH RECORBDING**

(GOICE - OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO - VISUALS)

SPEECH-PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.

UNIT 32, NO.1S, PAGES WALK, LONDON, SE1 4SB. TEL: 01-231 0961
THE PLAYBACK STUDIO
15 Percy Street, London W1
Tel 01-637 8392

AUDIO & VIDEO
MATERIAL / TDK / SONY / MIPRO

TAPES
Large stock for all importers
Phone or Quote

THE SOUND & VISION WORKSHOP LIMITED

QUALITY THAT WORKS!
SAMI Metal and Permite heads are the first in the industry. Every head is dynamically tested and unconditionally guaranteed. This proven technology can now be added to your recorder with 2", 3", or 4.5" heads.

153A VICTORIA STREET
ST. ALBANS, HERTS AL1 3TA
PHONE: (07271) 58977

WEST 5 Tapes Ltd.
Wide range of quality stock blank cassettes C-1-C-130
Saturday C-Zero – no minimum or maximum order.

Phone Dave West 01-502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd, Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex.

REVOX SERVICE
Plus TEAC, NAGRA UHER. Large spares stock held
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers.

FREIGHT
34 Danbury Street, London N1 8JU
Telephone 01-359 9342 (24 hours)

RAPER & WAYMAN

Angel Talk Limited
FOR HIGH QUALITY, REAL-TIME AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Small jobs 30+ a specialty. Rapid service. Share format, cassette or open reel masters.

Ring: 0144 4252630 for details, evenings and weekends especially, or write to:
6 ABBEY CLOSE, HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

N.S.F. STUDIO FACILITIES
(1) Studio Maintenance (Gremlins – A specialty)
(2) Studio Design & Construction
0789 765186 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES
QUICK TURNAROUND - LOW PRICES
100% SERVICE
N.R.A. RECORDING
37 WEST END, LAUNTON, OXON.
08692 53866

SERVICES

jbs records
MUSIC – SPEECH – COMPUTER
REAL-TIME or (Slow) HIGH SPEED Quality Cassette Duplication and (Blank) from 1 to 10,000 + . Computer printed Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo recording/editing etc. Fast Security Delivery Service. JBS records – a division of FTS TERRIBOND LTD.

3M WOLLENSACK SERVICING
Tandberg cassette fast copiers produce excellent copies at 16 times normal speed – all day!
Tandberg Main Dealers
Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, Southend, Essex
0400 20988

TANDBERG FAST COPIERS

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
For super quality Master Discs Demo Discs and Pressings. Scully latex with our latest CR 82/01 Stereo Cutting System. Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dubly A. Dolby B and DBX noise reduction.
London Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Berks RG12 5RS.
Tel: BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out by ex BBC Balance Recording Engineer with 20 year’s experience of high quality sound.
Silver Sounds Recording Service
449 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 7NB
Telephone 031-336 3641

LAUGH!
Can you when after an 8 hour mix the client rings within seconds of leaving the studio and gives you a severe kicking? Your monitoring may not interface to the “outside world” too well! If it’s caught you out just once ring 01-740 6080
STUDIO INNOVATIONS

COMMUNICATION
1974 – 1984
* CASSETTE DUPLICATION
* OPEN REEL DUPLICATION
* BLANK CASSETTES
* BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES
* PRINT SERVICE
* VOICE OVERS
Quotations on request

WE SOUNDS
DEWSBURY, WEST YORKSHIRE
WF13 1BR

100 C-60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
Just £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality cassettes on our high speed loop bin system, load them precisely into top class shells. Price includes library case and all production work from your unedited master. Any length C 5 to C 90. NOW ALSO cassettes in GOLD effect finish. Ring for price check.

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Peterborough
01-988 5565

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS
We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for our price list and samples.
(0795) 28425 – 24 hour service.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS – Self-Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4, Smeed D. C. S. Industrial Park, Stringborough, Kent ME10 3RN

SOUND & ELECTRO SYSTEMS
The new name for high speed loop bin cassette production.
Capacity in excess of 50,000 units per week.
Call for a quote
04024 55565 or 01-502 1736

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out on Bulkamchi machines to the highest standard. Normal or chromo tapes.
We also supply blank cassette tape to length.
AGFA, MKS Chromek and Maxell K-tape available.

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
1 GAUDIAN ROAD, LONDON NW4 6LN
TEL: 01-627 4758

AZIMUTH ELECTRONICS
SERVICE, REPAIRS, MODIFICATIONS FOR ALL PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
20 GREENHEAD CENTRE, THREE COLS LANE, LONDON W2 7SG / 861 867 EXT 966

FOR HIRE
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N1 8QN
BRITANNIA ROW
01-226 3377

FAIRLIGHT WITH operator including transport or 8-track studio with: Tannoy, Auratone, A/H, Fostex, Roland, Drawmer, GBS, MXR. £25 per hour (minimum three hours). Call Paul 627 3507, 674 8667.

OTARI MTR90 MKII
24 TRACK
ALWAYS AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
Plus lots more. Ring for full ratecard
01-748 9009

PR-VS 01-540 2164
Video and audio equipment hire including Sony PCM1 digital processors, SLV-1 video recorders, high end toogers, and a range of cameras, AMS digital audio effects, digital drum machines and 2-track analogue recorders, mixers and monitors.
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also available. Design and prototype work carried out.

CLASSIFIEDS
Birmingham Sound Hire Ltd
0902 751184
MICRON RADIO MICS
DIVERSITY SYSTEMS
MOTOROLA WALKIE TALKIES
MIXERS, NAGRA 4.2's
4.S/I.S./S.N. RECORDERS
L.P.S. TRANSFER UNITS
BROCHURE AVAILABLE

STUDIO HIRE
Digital effects and
the complete range of Professional
Keyboards and Drum computers.
Phone Paul Tattersall on 640 8487
646 3137

DIGITAL AUDIO RENTALS
SONY DIGITAL
PCM 1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
5850/D/A U-MATIC RECORDERS
DAE 110 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR
PCM F1 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF/VI-BETAMAX RECORDERS
FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED DIGITAL EDITING & TRANSFER FACILITY

FOR HIRE
AMS FOR HIRE
AMS 15-80s 6.4s/1-6s 2pc De-Gitch
AMX RMX-16 Digital Reverb
Drum Computers, Keyboards, etc.
01-228 0984

FOR SALE—TRADE
MUSICIANS, LOCATIONS—Recordists—new—stylish comfortable stereo 'cans' with superb noise isolation. Cheques for £44.85 to Darley Design, Prospect House, 32 Sovereign Street, Leeds 433504.

IVYE 30A, 17A, 20B, acoustic and sound analysing system. Complete case manual leads etc., portable, £3500. Tel: 01-892 0672. Answering service day and night.

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing. Erricks Bradford 390266 (Julian). (X)

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under licence from ORTOFON). TAM/ENG/LOOK, 13 Hamilton Way, London, N3 1AN. Telephone 01-346 0033. (X)

USED MICS bought/sold. SAE lists Whitelower Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Milton Keynes, MK3 6HR. (908) 73969 (B/D)

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

MUSIC LAB HIRE
24 HOUR RENTAL
A comprehensive range of Digital and Analogue effects including AMS, Lexicon, Eventide and Roland. Plus Sony PCM systems, Tape machines, Noise reduction, units, Signal processors, Microphones, Drum computers and Keyboards. Immediate delivery and collection service.
01-387 9356
24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
76 EVERSHTOLL STREET, LONDON NW1 1BY

CLASSIFIEDS
2" MASTER TAPE

Once used by major studio. Guaranteed no joins. Ampex 406 £25.00; Scotch 226 £25.00; Scotch 250 £26.00; Scotch 206 £20.00 + VAT. Some 1" Tape available. Empty 2" spools £7.50. Quantity discounts.

Action Sound
01-734 0134
01-434 4365

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION

Studio constructions built to the highest standards. Our service includes:
- Full service projects
- Full engineering floating floors, suspended ceilings, high density doors, sound proofing, unions, concrete, electrical, electronic installation, equipment sales and servicing
- U.K. and international projects undertaken
- Planning, design and installation services

Ring RECORD CONSTRUCTION
01-985 7573 – London, England

STUDIO MONITORING

Specialists in design, supply, installation, analysing, equalising and trouble shooting.

S. J. COURT & ASSOCIATES LTD.
Tel: 01-435 0532. Telex: 268279

COURSES

ME AND SOUND RECORDING COURSES

In accordance with our policy of giving the best possible courses and treatments at a very reasonable cost, we now offer a range of our exciting courses, which include:
- Audio Signal Processing
- Sound Recording
- Music Production
- Electronic Installation
- Equipment Sales

For full details of all our courses, please contact:
CASIX LONDON, School of Music and Sound Recording
Tel: 01-435 0532. Telex: 268279

SITUATIONS VACANT

AUDIX LIMITED,
STATION ROAD, WENDEN
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX CB11 4LG

AUDIO ENGINEERS: Join a small dynamic team where your contribution will be recognised. We are involved in a major and successful development programme which is leading to an increasing demand for our products. We are therefore expanding our project engineering, test and development sections and have a number of challenging vacancies for young self motivated engineers:

PROJECT ENGINEERING MANAGER
To manage a small team responsible for ensuring that all major projects are supplied in accordance with tender specifications. The position involves liaison with customers and production departments, special engineering and occasional supervision of installation and commissioning. Previous experience of professional audio engineering is essential.

SENIOR TEST ENGINEER
Capable of system test of complex microprocessor based mixing consoles and communication systems. Occasional visits to client’s studios and commissioning of systems may be necessary.

SOFTWARE ENGINEER/TRAINEE
This post would ideally suit a young electronic engineer who has a special interest in software design. Experience with Z80 microprocessors would be an advantage however specialist training courses can be provided.

For further information on these appointments please telephone Mrs J Lawson on (0799) 40988 or write enclosing your C.V. to:

AUDIX LIMITED,
STATION ROAD, WENDEN
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX CB11 4LG

CLASSIFIEDS
**SITUATIONS VACANT**

**EDEN STUDIOS LTD**

require:

an assistant maintenance engineer.

Please contact:


---

**INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS**

**PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION**

ITA is one of the country's longest established professional audio suppliers. We have a product range which ranges from the most sophisticated multitrack recorders and consoles to basic accessories for home recording. Our customers are as varied as our products.

In order to cope with increased business and to provide the foundation for further expansion, we are now seeking another

**SALESPERSON**

We are looking for a young and energetic person with an up-to-date knowledge of professional and semi-professional recording equipment. Technical ability is not so necessary, more important will be the ability to understand customers' requirements and to translate them into sales. To this end, it is important that candidates have some experience of selling to end users, preferably in the music, audio, video or associated industries.

The remuneration package will be fully negotiable, but we are prepared to make a generous offer to the right person. A bonus scheme will apply.

Apply in confidence to Martin Parminter or Nick Biggs.

I.T.A., 1 Felice Mews, Studland Street, London W6 SJT

01-748 5009

---

**Product Management Engineer**

**Tape Recorders**

Sony Broadcast Limited, one of the world leaders in the professional sound broadcast and recording industry, markets a complete range of professional audio equipment throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Owing to continuing expansion an excellent opportunity has now arisen for an engineer to join a team responsible for the product management of our professional audio equipment. The successful candidate will provide support on our full range of analogue and digital tape recording products. There will be a combination of in-depth technical involvement with inter-departmental and customer liaison. This position will also entail some overseas travel as required.

Applicants should be educated to HNC (Electronics) or equivalent and have several years' engineering experience in the electronics industry. Knowledge of digital electronics and experience of designing tape machines would be particularly relevant.

We offer attractive salaries together with first class conditions of employment and relocation assistance will be given where appropriate.

If you are interested please contact: Mike Jcnes, Senior Personnel Officer, Sony Broadcast Limited, City Hall House, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA.

Tel: (0256) 55011.

---

**INNER LONDON EDUCATION AUTHORITY**

**LONDON COLLEGE OF PRINTING**

**TECHNICAL OFFICER-RADIO (grade ST1/2)**

Applications are invited for the post of Technical Officer-Radio, in the Department of Journalism and Business Studies at the London College of Printing. The Department offers a NVQ second-year diploma in print journalism, a community radio course and a growing number of modules in non-specialist courses. The post will suit a person with recent experience in sound studio work, in local radio.

Salary £5568-£8451 plus £1347 London Weighting Allowance.

This post is suitable for Job-share.

Application form and full job description from EO/Estab 1B, The County Hall, Room 365, London SE1 8PB. Please enclose S.A.E.

Closing date for completed application forms is 23rd NOVEMBER 1984.

ILEA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER

---

**STUDIO RE-EQUIPPING**

**LEXICON PRIME TIME 1st CLASS CONDITION.**

£1,400 0no

**MXR DELAY II 3,200 mill seconds.**

£650 0no

MC1 JH 110B 2 TRACK ABSOLUTELY MINT CONDITION WITH FULL FLIGHT CASE.**

£3,250 0no

1 PAIR JBL 43 33B STUDIO MONITORS UNMARKED.**

£1,100 0no

Possible SALE of Lyrec with full TCP autocolate 24 track inclusive of spare cards and extenders (possibly January '85). Excellent condition. Well serviced, 5,000 hours.

FOR DETAILS OF THE ABOVE EQUIPMENT PLEASE RING:

0244 881708

---

**CLASSIFIEDS**

---

**PRECO**

Suppliers of professional audio equipment to the recording and broadcasting industries have a vacancy for a TEST AND SERVICE ENGINEER. Good electronics knowledge and experience with microprocessors coupled with good appearance, a pleasing manner and clean driving licence are essential. Travel in the UK and overseas will be necessary including training courses at overseas manufacturers. An ideal opportunity to join an expanding and progressive company.

Please apply to Tony Costello.

The Professional Recording Equipment Company, 318 Trinity Road, London SW8 3SL.

Telephone 01-874 9054

---

**STUDIO PREMISES REQUIRED**

**WANTED**

Sony or Studio premises London area, anything considered. reply with details to Box No 312

---

**FOR SALE-PRIVATE**


**SOUND-TECHNICAL DESK** £2,250. EVENTIDE HARMONISER H910, v.g.c. £750, LOCKWOODS TANNOYS with hanging castors, v.g.c. £390, Tel: 01-908 1300.

‘Q’ LOCK SYNCHRONISER with Sony Umatic & Studer A80 Interfaces. Full working order. £1995 0no. Tel: 0626 68290.

**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

**STUDIO RE-EQUIPPING**

**LEXICON PRIME TIME 1st CLASS CONDITION.**

£1,400 0no

**MXR DELAY II 3,200 mill seconds**

£650 0no

**MC1 JH 110B 2 TRACK ABSOLUTELY MINT CONDITION WITH FULL FLIGHT CASE.**

£3,250 0no

**1 PAIR JBL 43 33B STUDIO MONITORS UNMARKED.**

£1,100 0no

Possible SALE of Lyrec with full TCP autocolate 24 track inclusive of spare cards and extenders (possibly January '85). Excellent condition. Well serviced, 5,000 hours.

FOR DETAILS OF THE ABOVE EQUIPMENT PLEASE RING:

0244 881708

---
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The Original COMPEX is still selling well after a decade...
COMPEX 2 with its extended facilities will see you into the 90's......

SIMPLY THE BEST DYNAMICS PACKAGE!

Two ku-channels are required for stereo operation. COMPEX I continues to be available.
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Digitally programmable soundfield controller 75/2
The development of the AKG C460B pre-amplifier used in conjunction with the new AKG ultra linear capsules, the CK61 (cardioid) or CK62 (omni directional), has resolved a major problem for producers and engineers in recording studios employing digital technology and equipment – that of the microphone noise which might be ‘lost’ in analogue high quality sound reproduction equipment, but which is uncomfortably apparent in digital recording replay. Used in sound broadcast studios, the C460B provides a considerable reduction in noise, within the sound recording sequence – the other equipment manufacturers have yet to catch up with us!

Technical Data:

- Frequency range of amplifier: 5 to 30,000 Hz
- Bass-cut filter: 12 dB/octave at all settings
- Pre-attenuation: 20 dB
- Recommended load impedance: > 600 ohms
- Weighted noise level: 0.7 µV r.m.s. (acc. to IEC 179-A)
- Equivalent noise level: (measured with CK 1 capsule) 15 dB SPL (acc. to IEC 179-A)
- Hum sensitivity: 9 µV/5 µT at 50 Hz
- Max. sound pressure level for 0.5% THD: 140 dB SPL (from 30 Hz to 20,000 Hz) 150 dB SPL (with 20 dB attenuation)
- Total dynamic range: 125 dB (A-weighted)
- Power requirement: 9 to 52 volts phantom powering acc. to DIN 45 596
- Current consumption: < 1 mA
- Dimensions: 21 x 150 mm
- Net weight: 135 g (4.8 oz.)
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A better mic - no strings attached

How does a mic with a Shure 85 head and a dynamic range of 115dB sound? Perhaps there's a wire somewhere? Not on the HME System 85 wireless microphone, it's a hand held just 8.95" long including integral antenna. System 82, the pocket version features these wide dynamics and a wide, flat response. It can be used with the best studio microphones and is ideal for wireless instrument links. So you can hear there are no strings attached. Technical Projects distribute HME radio products including diversity and talkback systems.
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To achieve a cut as precise as this great care and attention must be paid to the quality of the subject and the tools employed. A philosophy that Capitol appreciates and practices.

The base of the Apollo master is super-polished to perfection. Whilst the lacquer finish is an innovation in itself. Its unique formulation means a cleaner cut and ultimately a superior performance. And what's more, it's exclusive to Capitol.

Apollo Master Audiodisc – a cut above the rest.

A STUNNINGLY PRECISE FINISH
Enter the Space Age

With the coming of the Space Age, sound engineers will finally acquire power over acoustic space and time. They will create reverberant spaces of almost limitless variety, from tiny chambers to vast echoing canyons. They will tune their effects to achieve a richness and realism that once seemed beyond the reach of any technology. And they will command equipment so easy to use, it becomes an extension of their own creative abilities.

Now, with StarGate 323 from Ursa Major, you can bring the Space Age into your own studio. StarGate 323 is a high performance digital reverberation system whose sound quality and features match those of much higher-priced systems. Eight pre-tuned Rooms let you simulate (and modify) a wide range of acoustic environments; the superbly designed panel controls let you independently adjust all important reverb parameters, with full simultaneous display of settings.

To see what Space Age technology can do for you, ask for a hands-on demonstration of StarGate 323 at any Ursa Major dealer. And enter a new dimension of sound.

URSA MAJOR, Inc.

Box 18, Belmont, MA 02178 USA • Telephone (617) 489-0303
Telex 921405 URSAMAJOR BLM